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 Typological classification of projectile points found at prehistoric archaeological sites has 
long been recognized and employed by archaeologists as a reliable means of assessing site age and 
cultural affiliation.  The purpose of this study was to classify projectile points in existing 
collections from prehistoric sites in North Carolina to provide more detailed cultural and 
chronological information about those sites.  These collections are curated at the Research 
Laboratories of Anthropology at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  A similar study, 
conducted in 1989–1990 and subsequently designated Phase I, classified 22,244 projectile points 
and 105 other artifacts from 1,313 archaeological sites in North Carolina (Davis and Daniel 1990).  
The present study, conducted in 1995–1996, classified 25,508 additional projectile points from 
1,725 North Carolina archaeological sites in 85 counties.  Together, these studies have now 
classified 47,752 projectile points (and 105 other artifacts) from 2,822 sites in 86 of North 
Carolina’s 100 counties.  These represent approximately 76% of the projectile points from known 
sites (excluding those retrieved from major site-excavation projects and sites outside North 
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 Typological classification of projectile points has long been used by archaeologists as an 
effective means of judging site age and cultural affiliation.  Because the Research Laboratories of 
Anthropology (RLA) at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill curates the largest 
collection of points from North Carolina archaeological sites, an artifact classification project was 
initiated in 1989 with a Survey and Planning grant to provide typological data that would enhance 
the State's archaeological site files.  This initial phase (designated Phase I) of the Projectile Point 
Classification Project was undertaken to provide more detailed cultural and chronological 
information about numerous prehistoric archaeological sites recorded during early archaeological 
surveys of North Carolina.  Although the locations of these sites had been known for many years, 
the cultural components at these sites were largely unknown or poorly recognized.  Phase I focused 
on artifacts collected before 1960 from sites in piedmont North Carolina and classified 22,245 
projectile points and 105 other culturally diagnostic artifacts from 1,313 prehistoric archaeological 
sites (Davis and Daniel 1990). 
 
 While the primary purpose of this initial inventory was to upgrade the State's archaeological 
site files housed at the Office of State Archaeology, the data contained in this inventory also 
comprise an important source of information for future research and have allowed the Research 
Laboratories of Anthropology (RLA) to manage and utilize its collections more effectively.  Given 
the positive results of this initial study, funds for a second phase of the project (designated Phase II) 
were requested to examine approximately 22,000 additional projectile points from an estimated 
1,400 sites that remained unclassified in the RLA collections.  These artifacts came from survey 
and donated collections from archaeological sites in the Mountains and Coastal Plain, as well as 
from collections from sites in the Piedmont obtained after about 1960. 
 
 This second phase of the project, reported here, was partially funded by a Survey and 
Planning grant from the United States Department of the Interior and administered by the Office of 
State Archaeology, North Carolina Division of Archives and History.  These funds were matched 
by cash and in-kind support from the Research Laboratories of Anthropology, The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
 
 As with the initial study, artifact classification was conducted by I. Randolph Daniel, Jr., in 
consultation with R. P. Stephen Davis, Jr.  Two student assistants, Sarah Hopton and Brian 
Overton, aided the study by retrieving artifacts from the RLA's curation facility on the UNC 





 Background research and preparation largely followed that undertaken during the Phase I 
study.  The computer-coding format developed for Phase I was used to insure compatibility 
between the results of the two studies.  This format permitted coding of the following attributes for 
each analyzed artifact: (1) state site number, (2) RLA catalog number, (3) tool type, (4) raw 
material type, and (5) type of modification (if any) (Table 1).  During the Phase II study, it was 






type (glass).  The addition of the Pigeon Side-Notched projectile point type was necessary because 
of the inclusion of a larger number of  sites from the Mountain region than in the initial study.  The 
inclusion of a new raw material type was based upon the presence of a single small triangular point 
chipped from a piece of green bottle glass. 
 
 Comparative type collections developed in the first phase of the project were also utilized 
during this study.  Most of the artifacts in these collections are illustrated specimens that 
accompanied the original type descriptions [largely defined by Coe (1964), Keel (1976), and Oliver 
(1981)] and are on file at the RLA. 
 
 The sample of projectile points examined in this study was selected as follows.  First, a 
comprehensive list of all projectile points in the RLA collections was generated.  This list then was 
reduced by eliminating: (1) all artifacts classified during Phase I, (2) all artifacts from sites without 
specific site provenience or from sites outside North Carolina, and (3) all artifacts from major site 
excavations where cultural and chronological affiliation were already known.  This resulted in a 
sample of about 40,000 points from about 2,400 archaeological sites. 
 
 Finally, all of the artifacts in the sample were retrieved for study.  Some of these were filed 
in wooden trays at the RLA (in Alumni Building) and thus were easy to retrieve; however, most 
had to be pulled from boxes in the RLA’s storage facility (located in Wilson Library on the UNC 
campus).  This time-consuming task was accomplished by student assistants under the guidance of 
the principal investigator. 
 
 The project began in August 1995.  At that time, an inventory of artifacts to be studied was 
created and the comparative type collection was assembled.  A student assistant then began to 
retrieve artifacts.  Actual artifact classification began the following October and continued 
intermittently until April, 1996.  Another student assistant began entering data into a computer file 
in March and completed this task in April, 1996.  Computer-file translation, the tabulation of 
project results, and report preparation were accomplished between May and August, 1996. 
 
 Unlike the first phase of this project, point classification initially proceeded much slower 
than expected.  The main reason for this delay was the time spent handling artifacts in bags instead 
of in open trays.  Moreover, the slower classification pace was compounded by the fact that many 
bags contained only one or two specimens.  To alleviate this problem, a student assistant was 
trained in December to help with initial artifact sorting and coding.  This added effort greatly 





 As with Phase I, analysis of projectile points was limited to: (1) the identification of artifact 
provenience (i.e., State site number, RLA site number, and RLA catalog number); (2) the 
classification by projectile point type; (3) the determination of general raw material type; and (4) 
the recording of any subsequent modification (other than simple resharpening or breakage).  These 
data were recorded on computer coding sheets as numeric codes and then were entered into a 
computer file.  Once the computer file was compiled, the type codes were translated into type 










 State site designations were recorded for each analyzed artifact.  For convenience, RLA site 
designations are also provided.  Because most of the artifacts examined are from sites recorded 
prior to 1980, their two site designations usually are the same (except that the state designation 




 The Research Laboratories of Anthropology (RLA) catalog number also was recorded for 
each artifact.  This tripartite designation consists of an accession number (which identifies a 
specific site, survey, excavation, or donated collection), a specimen type (this designation was "a" 
[for artifact] for all analyzed specimens), and a specimen number (which identifies a specific 
provenience and category of artifacts within the accession designation).  It provides a reference to 
more detailed provenience and descriptive data on file at the RLA. 
 
Projectile Point Type Descriptions 
 
 Thirty-six previously defined types and six other general categories were used to classify 
projectile points during Phase I of the project, and these definitions are restated below in rough 
chronological order.  The single addition to this list for the Phase II study was Pigeon Side-
Notched, a type that occurs in the Mountains during the Early Woodland period.  
 
 Clovis (and Fluted).  Suhm, Krieger, and Jelks (1954) describe the Clovis type as a medium 
to large, auriculate, fluted point with an incurvate base.  Clovis projectile points are associated with 
the Paleo-Indian period (before 8,000 B.C.) in the Southeastern United States.  Because of 
uncertainties regarding the proper stylistic classification of the fluted points (mostly fragments) 
encountered during the Phase II study, they were classified more generically as Fluted.  
 
 Hardaway Blade.  Coe (1964:64) describes this type as having "a broad, thin blade with a 
concave and thinned base."  Hardaway Blades were recovered from basal deposits at the Hardaway 
site and are thought to date about 10,000 B.C. (Coe 1964). 
 
 Hardaway-Dalton.  Coe (1964:64) describes the Hardaway-Dalton projectile point type as 
having a "broad, thin blade with deeply concave bases and shallow side-notches.  Bases and side-
notches were ground and edges were frequently serrated."  This projectile point type is associated 
with the late Paleo-Indian period in piedmont North Carolina (before 8,000 B.C.) (Coe 1964; Ward 
1983). 
 
 Hardaway Side-Notched.  Coe (1964:67) describes the Hardaway Side-Notched type as 
having "a small, broad, thin blade with narrow side-notches and a recurved, concave base."  This 
type is regarded as a specialized variant of the Hardaway-Dalton type and was found in basal 
deposits at the Hardaway site. 
 






point type as having "a small corner-notched blade with a straight, ground base and pronounced 
serrations."  This type dates to the Early Archaic period (ca. 8000 B.C.), and represents a 
transitional form from the Hardaway Side-Notched type to the Kirk Corner-Notched type. 
 
 Kirk Corner-Notched.  Coe (1964:69) describes the Kirk Corner-Notched projectile point 
type as having "a large triangular blade with a straight base, corner-notches, and serrated edges."  
This is a predominant type of the Early Archaic period (ca. 8,000–6,000 B.C.). 
 
 St. Albans Side-Notched.  Broyles (1971:73) describes this type as a small triangular point 
with a side notched blade and a notched base.  St. Albans Side-Notched projectile points have been 
recovered from stratified, Early Archaic contexts (ca. 6,900–6,500 B.C.) at the Rose Island, 
Icehouse Bottom, and Bacon Farm sites in southeast Tennessee (Chapman 1975, 1977, 1978), and 
at the St. Albans site in West Virginia (Broyles 1966, 1971). 
 
 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem.  Kneberg (1956:28) describes this type as follows: "The basic 
shape is trianguloid with straight or incurvate side edges.  The blade edges are usually serrated, 
often deeply so, resulting in a series of several sharp barbs from the tip to the shoulders.  The stem 
varies from straight to slightly flared, and is usually deeply bifurcated.  The edges of the stem are 
finely chipped, and occasionally finished by being ground smooth.  The majority are small, and 
have broad proportions.  Even the medium-sized examples are relatively broad."  LeCroy 
Bifurcated Stem points have been found in stratified, late Early Archaic contexts (ca. 6,500–5,800 
B.C.) at the Rose Island, Icehouse Bottom, Patrick, Bacon Farm, and Calloway Island sites in 
southeast Tennessee (Chapman 1975, 1977, 1978, 1979) and at the St. Albans site in West Virginia 
(Broyles 1966, 1971). 
 
 Kanawha Stemmed.  Broyles (1971:59) describes this type as having a "small triangular 
blade with a short rounded and shallow notched base."  Points of this type have been recovered in 
stratified context at the Rose Island, Icehouse Bottom, Patrick, and Bacon Farm sites in southeast 
Tennessee (Chapman 1975, 1977, 1978) and at the St. Albans site in West Virginia (Broyles (1966, 
1971), where they have been radiocarbon-dated to 6,100–5,800 B.C. 
 
 Kirk Serrated.  Coe (1964:70) describes this projectile point type as having "a long narrow 
blade with deep serrations and a broad square stem."  The base usually is straight and blunt but may 
be thinned and concave.  Kirk Serrated is regarded as a late Early Archaic (ca. 6,000 B.C.) type.  
 
 Kirk Stemmed.  Coe (1964:70) describes this projectile point type as having "a long 
daggerlike blade with deep serrations and a broad stem."  The base typically is straight or slightly 
rounded.  This type is similar with the Kirk Serrated type and probably dates to the late Early 
Archaic period (ca. 6,000 B.C.). 
 
 Stanly Stemmed.  This projectile point type is characterized by a broad, triangular blade and 
a small, squared stem with an indented base (Coe 1964:35).  Stanly projectile points date to the 
early Middle Archaic period (ca. 6,000–5,500 B.C.) and have been recovered in stratified contexts 
at the Icehouse Bottom, Howard, and Calloway Island sites in southeast Tennessee (Chapman 
1977, 1979), and at the Doerschuk site in piedmont North Carolina. 
 






"a small triangular blade with a short pointed base."  The blade usually is broad relative to the 
length.  Points of this type have been recovered in stratified, Middle Archaic (ca. 5,500–5,000 
B.C.) contexts at the Doerschuk site in piedmont North Carolina (Coe 1964), and at the Icehouse 
Bottom and Howard sites in southeast Tennessee (Chapman 1977, 1979). 
 
 Morrow Mountain II Stemmed.  The Morrow Mountain II projectile point type is defined by 
a long, narrow blade and a tapered stem (Coe 1964:37).  This projectile point type is associated 
with the Middle Archaic period (ca. 5,500–5,000 B.C.) and has been recovered in stratified context 
at the Doerschuk site in piedmont North Carolina (Coe 1964), and at the Icehouse Bottom and 
Howard sites in southeast Tennessee (Chapman 1977, 1979). 
 
 Guilford Lanceolate.  The Guilford Lanceolate projectile point type is defined by "a long, 
slender, but thick blade with straight, rounded, or concave base" (Coe 1964:43).  Coe (1964:44, 
118), based upon excavations at the Doerschuk and Gaston sites in North Carolina, has suggested 
that the Guilford Lanceolate type dates from about 5,000–4,000 B.C. (i.e., Middle Archaic period). 
 
 Halifax Side-Notched.  The Halifax Side-Notched type is described by Coe (1964:108) as 
having a "slender blade with slightly restricted base.  Shallow side-notches.  Base and side-notches 
were usually ground.  The material most frequently used was vein quartz."  The stratigraphic 
position of Halifax materials between Guilford and Late Archaic Savannah River strata at the 
Gaston site indicate a late Middle Archaic temporal association (Coe 1964:118). 
 
 Savannah River Stemmed.  Coe (1964:44) describes this projectile point type as having "a 
large, heavy, triangular blade with a broad stem."  Savannah River Stemmed projectile points were 
recovered in stratified context at the Doerschuk site (Coe 1964) and have been radiocarbon dated to 
ca. 3,000–1,800 B.C. at the Bacon Bend site in southeast Tennessee (Chapman 1981). 
 
 Small Savannah River Stemmed.  This projectile point type is described by Oliver 
(1981:181) as "a small to medium sized, broad, triangular bladed point with a rectangular stem and 
a straight or slightly excurvate base.  It is regarded as a late variant of the Savannah River Stemmed 
type. 
 
 Gypsy Stemmed.  Oliver (1981:188) describes this type as "a small, triangular bladed point 
with a square or rectangular straight stem, and a straight, slightly incurvate base, or excurvate 
base."  It has been recovered from stratified, Early Woodland (ca. 1,000 B.C.–A.D. 1) contexts at 
the Warren Wilson, Doerschuk, Gaston, and Thelma sites (see Oliver 1981:189). 
 
 Badin Crude Triangular.  Coe (1964:45) describes this type as "a large, crudely made 
triangular point" that was made solely by direct percussion.  An Early Woodland context is 
assumed. 
 
 Swannanoa Stemmed.  Keel (1976:196) describes this projectile point type as "a small, 
thick, triangular-bladed point with a relatively long stem.  This type was associated with the Early 
Woodland Swannanoa component (ca. 500 B.C. – A.D. 1 ?) at the Warren Wilson site. 
 
 Pigeon Side-Notched.  Keel (1976:127) describes this projectile point type as a “medium-






chert and is associated with the Early Woodland period in western North Carolina. 
 
 Transylvania Triangular.  This type is "a large, thick, straight-bladed point with an 
incurvate or straight base" (Keel 1976:130).  An Early to Middle Woodland cultural association is 
suggested for this western North Carolina point type. 
 
 Garden Creek Triangular.  Keel (1976:130) defined this type as "a long, narrow, concave-
based isosceles triangle usually made of quartzite," and considered it to be associated with the late 
Pigeon and early Connestee phases of the Middle Woodland period in western North Carolina. 
 
 Copena Triangular.  This type is defined as "a medium to large, trianguloid point.  The 
sides of the hafting area are usually parallel" (Cambron and Hulse 1964:26).  Projectile points of 
this type were recovered from the premound humus and primary mound fill at Garden Creek 
Mound No. 2 and are attributed to the Middle Woodland Connestee phase in western North 
Carolina.  No Copena Triangular projectile points were identified in the Phase I or Phase II study 
collections. 
 
 Connestee Triangular.  Keel (1976:131) defines this type as "a medium-sized isosceles 
triangle usually made of chert."  Connestee Triangular points usually have straight to incurvate 
lateral edges and a straight to slightly excurvate base.  This type is associated with the Middle 
Woodland Connestee phase in western North Carolina. 
 
 Haywood Triangular.  This projectile point type is defined as "a small, equilateral, 
triangular point with a straight or incurved base," and is thought to be associated with the late 
Connestee phase (Keel 1976:132–133). 
 
 Yadkin Large Triangular.  This type is described by Coe (1964:45) as "a large, 
symmetrical, and well-made triangular point," that usually has a concave base.  This projectile 
point type is associated with the Early-Middle Woodland Yadkin phase in piedmont North 
Carolina. 
 
 Roanoke Large Triangular.  Coe (1964:110) describes this type as a "large, well-made, 
triangular point with slightly concave base and sides.  Usually made from argillite, but also from 
vein quartz and quartzite."  This is a Middle to early Late Woodland type originally identified at 
the Gaston site on the Roanoke River, and appears to be equivalent to the Uwharrie and Caraway 
types of the central North Carolina Piedmont. 
 
 Uwharrie Triangular.  This type is a thin, well-made, medium-sized, triangular point that 
has been finely retouched and has a straight to slightly incurvate base.  It is intermediate in size and 
form to the earlier Yadkin Large Triangular and later Caraway Triangular types, and is associated 
with the early Late Woodland period in piedmont North Carolina. 
 
 Pee Dee Pentagonal.  This projectile point type is described by Coe (1964:49) as "a small 
asymmetrical and carelessly made point. . . .  Pentagonal in form, usually asymmetrical.  Some 
specimens, however, were very carefully and symmetrically made."  Although this type is 
associated largely with the late prehistoric Pee Dee phase in the southern North Carolina Piedmont, 






in the Piedmont. 
 
 South Appalachian Pentagonal.  Keel (1976:133) defines this type as "a small pentagonal 
point with a straight base made of chert," and suggests that it may have a Connestee phase 
association in western North Carolina.  The presence of similar points on Late Woodland and Early 
Mississippian sites in nearby southeast Tennessee suggest a somewhat broader cultural and 
temporal association (see Kimball 1985:60). 
 
 Pisgah Triangular.  This type is a small isosceles or equilateral triangle that has a flat or 
slightly concave base (Dickens 1976:135; Keel 1976:199), and was the predominant projectile 
point associated with the late prehistoric Pisgah component at the Warren Wilson site. 
 
 Madison.  This type is a small, thin, triangular projectile point with straight lateral edges 
and a straight or slightly concave base (Scully 1951; Keel 1976:53–54).  This projectile point type 
has a general South Appalachian Mississippian cultural association in western North Carolina. 
 
 Caraway Triangular.  This type is a small, straight-sided, isosceles-triangular point with a 
straight or slightly incurvate base (Coe 1964:49).  Projectile points of this type vary considerably in 
quality of workmanship, and are associated with the Late Woodland and early Historic period 
cultures of the North Carolina Piedmont. 
 
 Clarksville Small Triangular.  Coe (1964:112) describes this projectile point type as a "very 
small triangular point, equilateral in shape and almost always made from vein quartz."  Although 
Coe considers this type to be associated with the historic period in the Clarksville area, it probably 
is associated with the late prehistoric period as well. 
 
 Randolph Stemmed.  According to Coe (1964:50), projectile points of this type "looked like 
crude miniature versions of the old Morrow Mountain II type.  They had a roughly tapered stem, 
and they were narrow and thick.  The chipping was exceedingly rough and crude, and most of the 
flakes were irregular and poorly controlled.  In many instances this produced a saw-toothed edge.  
The most interesting characteristic about these points, however, is that they almost always show 
that they had been made from old flakes or broken points of an earlier period."  Although this type 
is attributed to "destitute bands" of the eighteenth century, they are rare to absent at virtually all 
Piedmont sites that have produced historic trade artifacts.  Because of this, their exact temporal 
association is considered uncertain. 
 
 Projectile Point (Notched).  This category identifies whole projectile points that are notched 
but cannot be attributed to a specific type.  They probably date to the Archaic period. 
 
 Projectile Point (Stemmed).  This category identifies whole projectile points that are 
stemmed but cannot be attributed to a specific type.  Most of these probably date to the Archaic or 
Early Woodland periods. 
 
 Projectile Point (Triangular).  This category identifies whole projectile points that are 
triangular in form but cannot be attributed to a specific type.  They probably date to the Middle 







 Projectile Point Fragment (Notched/Stemmed).  This category identifies notched or 
stemmed projectile point fragments that cannot be attributed to a specific type.  They probably date 
to the Archaic period. 
 
 Projectile Point Fragment (Triangular).  This category identifies triangular projectile point 
fragments that cannot be attributed to a specific type.  They probably date to the Middle Woodland, 
Late Woodland, or Historic periods. 
 
 Projectile Point Fragment (Indeterminate).  This category identifies projectile point 
fragments (mostly distal ends) that cannot be attributed to a specific type. 
 
Raw Material Types 
 
 All analyzed artifacts were classified into one of 10 raw material categories.  Classification 
was based upon macroscopic characteristics of mineralogy, color, textural character, and grain size. 
 The metavolcanic category includes both aphyric and porphyritic rhyolitic flows and tuffs.  
Argillite is also included in this category, although it is more correctly classed as a 
metasedimentary stone.  The sources of these stone types are found in the Piedmont, some of which 
can be traced to specific quarries in the Uwharrie Mountains (Daniel and Butler 1994). 
 
 Quartz, quartz crystal, and quartzite occur throughout the state and occur with some 
frequency in the collection.  A small number of jasper and chalcedony projectile points were 
present in the collection, but the source(s) of these raw materials is unknown.  A few chert 
projectile points also were identified, and these appear to represent at least two major chert types: 
Ridge and Valley cherts from east Tennessee and possibly southwest Virginia, and Allendale chert 
from the lower Savannah River valley.  Two other categories—patinated (indeterminate) and 
indeterminate—were used to classify specimens that either were too weathered to determine raw 
material type or were simply unidentifiable.  Finally, a new raw material category—glass—was 
added to the list of raw material types in order to classify a single triangular projectile point from a 




 Modifications made to a projectile point, though rare, also were recorded when observed, 





 As with the initial study (Phase I), the purpose of the Projectile Point Classification Project 
was to provide detailed cultural and chronological information on prehistoric archaeological sites in 
North Carolina through the typological classification of diagnostic lithic artifacts.  Toward this end, 
descriptive data were generated for 25,508 projectile points from 1,725 archaeological sites in 85 
North Carolina counties (Table 2).  All time periods from Paleo-Indian to European contact are 
represented (Table 3).  These results exceeded the target sample of  22,000 projectile points from 







 The Phase I study focused on collections from sites in Piedmont North Carolina that were 
accessioned and cataloged by the RLA prior to the mid-1960s, were the focus of the study and were 
systematically examined.  Other collections from sites in the Mountains and Coastal Plain were 
classified as time permitted and in a less-than-systematic manner.  During the present study, all 
remaining collections obtained by the RLA prior to the mid-1960s were studied, as well as most 
collections obtained through survey or by donation before about 1980.  Additionally, some more 
recent survey collections (i.e., those that were easily accessible) also were studied. 
 
 The product of the Projectile Point Classification Project, transmitted earlier to the North 
Carolina Office of State Archaeology, consists of  a database (contained on two high-density 3.5-
inch diskettes and printed as Appendix 1) that contains all the information that resulted from the 
project.  Specifically, the database contains 8,889 records pertaining to the 25,508 classified 
projectile points.  The two computer files are in dBase format (*.dbf) and contain the following 
fields: State site number, RLA site number, RLA catalog number, quantity, tool type, raw material 
type, modification type, cultural period [this was derived from the tool type (see Table 3)], and 
county location (this was derived from the county abbreviation in the state site number). 
 
 These data, when combined with the results of the Phase I study, now provide culture-
chronological information for a majority of the North Carolina archaeological sites represented in 
the site survey files of the Research Laboratories of Anthropology.  Accordingly, this information 
should greatly facilitate both the management of these important resources by the Office of State 
Archaeology and future research into regional settlement patterns and raw material utilization. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 Phase II of the Projectile Point Classification Project was undertaken to expand the 
database of detailed cultural and chronological information that resulted from the Phase I study.  
The purpose of both studies was to enhance North Carolina's archaeological site inventory, 
maintained by the Office of State Archaeology.  Although there was no specific research problem 
to be addressed by either study, it is believed that their results will contribute significantly to future 
archaeological studies that rely upon existing site survey records. 
 
 It is estimated that less than 15,000 projectile points from an unknown number of North 
Carolina archaeological sites remain unclassified within the collections of the Research 
Laboratories of Anthropology (excluding the thousands of points in the collections that lack 
specific site provenience).  Because the senior author is no longer employed by The University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, there are no immediate plans to classify these remaining artifacts.  
However, it would be useful to complete this project at some future date given the availability of  
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Table 1.  Coding format used for the Projectile Point Classification Project. 
 
ATTRIBUTE 
 Attribute State    Attribute State 
 
  I.  SITE NUMBER 
 
 II. CATALOG NUMBER 
 
III. TOOL TYPE 
      1 - Clovis (includes Fluted)     26 - Clarksville Small Triangular 
      2 - Hardaway Blade               27 - Pee Dee Pentagonal 
      3 - Hardaway-Dalton              28 - Randolph Stemmed 
      4 - Hardaway Side-Notched        29 - Projectile Point (Notched) 
      5 - Palmer Corner Notched         30 - Projectile Point (Stemmed) 
      6 - Kirk Corner-Notched          31 - Projectile Point (Triangular) 
      7 - St. Albans Side Notched       32 - Projectile Point Frag. (Notched/Stemmed) 
      8 - LeCroy Bifurcated Stem       33 - Projectile Point Frag. (Triangular) 
      9 - Kanawha Stemmed               34 - Projectile Point Frag. (Indeterminate) 
    10 - Kirk Serrated                35 - End Scraper (Type I) 
    11 - Kirk Stemmed                  36 - End Scraper (Type II) 
    12 - Stanly Stemmed                37 - End Scraper (Type III) 
    13 - Morrow Mountain I Stemmed        38 - Side Scraper (Type I) 
    14 - Morrow Mountain II Stemmed       39 - Side Scraper (Type II) 
    15 - Guilford Lanceolate           40 - Side Scraper (Type III) 
    16 - Halifax Side-Notched          41 - Pointed Scraper 
    17 - Savannah River Stemmed         42 - Oval Scraper 
    18 - Small Savannah River Stemmed   43 - Pisgah Triangular 
    19 - Gypsy Stemmed                 44 - Haywood Triangular 
    20 - Swannanoa Stemmed             45 - Garden Creek Triangular 
    21 - Badin Crude Triangular       46 - Copena Triangular 
    22 - Yadkin Large Triangular       47 - Connestee Triangular 
    23 - Roanoke Large Triangular      48 - Madison 
    24 - Uwharrie Triangular           49 - South Appalachian Pentagonal 
    25 - Caraway Triangular            50 - Transylvania Triangular 
      51 -  Pigeon Side-Notched 
IV. RAW MATERIAL TYPE 
     1 - Metavolcanic                        6 - Quartz Crystal 
     2 - Chert                              7 - Quartzite 
     3 - Jasper                              8 - Patinated (Indeterminate) 
     4 - Chalcedony                       9 - Indeterminate 
     5 - Quartz     10 - Glass   
 
 V. TYPE OF MODIFICATION 
     0 - None 
     1 - Drill 









Table 2.  Distribution of analyzed artifacts by county. 
 
     County  Number of  Number of 
County      Code        Sites    Artifacts 
 
Alamance County Am 26 128 
Anson County An 11 175 
Ashe County Ah 1 39 
Avery County Av 8 39 
Beaufort County Bf 18 90 
Bertie County Br 42 82 
Bladen County Bl 8 23 
Brunswick County Bw 20 39 
Buncombe County Bn 24 264 
Burke County Bk 3 5 
Cabarrus County Cb 5 35 
Caldwell County Cw 1 2 
Carteret County Cr 22 82 
Catawba County Ct 2 2 
Chatham County Ch 206 1,414 
Cherokee County Ce 22 121 
Chowan County Co 4 6 
Clay County Cy 2 17 
Columbus County Cb 3 12 
Craven County Cv 6 40 
Cumberland County Cd 4 99 
Dare County Dr 1 3 
Davidson County Dv 88 3,929 
Davie County De 1 1 
Duplin County Dp 1 1 
Durham County Dh 86 663 
Forsyth County Fy 4 8 
Gaston County Gs 15 366 
Gates County Ga 3 3 
Graham County Gh 5 26 
Granville County Gv 19 61 
Greene County Gr 3 23 
Guilford County Gf 32 117 
Halifax County Hx 18 414 
Harnett County Ht 2 2 








Table 2  Continued. 
 
     County  Number of  Number of 
County      Code        Sites    Artifacts 
 
Henderson County Hn 21 75 
Hertford County Hf 22 148 
Iredell County Id 8 39 
Jackson County Jk 15 65
Johnston County Jt 12 101 
Jones County Jn 6 44 
Lee County Le 3 6 
Lenoir County Lr 35 251 
Lincoln County Ln 1 4 
Macon County Ma 64 212 
Madison County Md 6 26 
McDowell County Mc 6 38 
Mecklenburg County Mk 10 16 
Mitchell County Ml 1 14 
Montgomery County Mg 42 754 
Moore County Mr 5 15 
Nash County Ns 4 23 
New Hanover County Nh 4 6 
Northampton County Np 48 222 
Onslow County On 69 301 
Orange County Or 143 4,603 
Pamlico County Pm 1 1 
Pender County Pd 37 79 
Perquimans County Pq 1 1 
Pitt County Pt 26 226 
Polk County Pl 2 14 
Randolph County Rd 76 1,349 
Richmond County Rh 26 813 
Robeson County Rb 5 16 
Rockingham County Rk 28 523 
Rowan County Rw 8 467 
Rutherford County Rf 2 6 
Sampson County Sp 8 14 
Scotland County Sc 3 6 
Stanly County St 21 654 








Table 2  Continued. 
 
     County  Number of  Number of 
County      Code        Sites    Artifacts 
 
Surry County Sr 2 3 
Swain County Sw 6 38 
Transylvania County Tv 15 321 
Tyrrell County Ty 1 4 
Union County Un 3 10 
Vance County Vn 14 43 
Wake County Wa 42 2,316 
Warren County Wr 21 380 
Wayne County Wy 7 62 
Wilkes County Wk 10 320 
Wilson County Wl 7 989 
Yadkin County Yd 12 68 
Yancey County Yc 11 45 
  








Table 3.  Summary of analyzed projectile points. 
 
Cultural Period 
   Projectile Point Type          Quantity      Percent 
 
Paleo-Indian Period 
   Fluted 9 0.04 
   Hardaway Blade 3 0.01 
   Hardaway-Dalton 4 0.02 
   Hardaway Side-Notched 21 0.08 
 
Early Archaic Period 
   Palmer Corner-Notched 145 0.57 
   Kirk Corner-Notched 834 3.27 
   St. Albans Side-Notched 9 0.04 
   LeCroy Bifurcated Stem 63 0.25 
   Kanawha Stemmed 2 0.01 
   Kirk Serrated 50 0.20 
   Kirk Stemmed 53 0.21 
 
Middle Archaic Period 
   Stanly Stemmed 118 0.46 
   Morrow Mountain I Stemmed 148 0.58 
   Morrow Mountain II Stemmed 1,754 6.88 
   Guilford Lanceolate 2,252 8.83 
   Halifax Side-Notched 115 0.45 
 
Late Archaic Period 
   Savannah River Stemmed 1,903 7.46 
   Small Savannah River Stemmed 1,752 6.87 
   Gypsy Stemmed 1,033 4.05 
 
Early Woodland Period 
   Badin Crude Triangular 313 1.23 
   Swannanoa Stemmed 51 0.20 
   Pigeon Side-Notched 20 0.08 
   Transylvania Triangular 12 0.05 
 
Middle Woodland Period 
   Garden Creek Triangular 68 0.27 








Table 3  Continued. 
 
Cultural Period 
   Projectile Point Type          Quantity      Percent 
 
Middle Woodland Period (continued) 
  Haywood Triangular 21 0.08 
  Yadkin Large Triangular 612 2.40 
   Roanoke Large Triangular 377 1.48 
 
Late Prehistoric Period   
   Uwharrie Triangular 1,479 5.80 
   Pee Dee Pentagonal 13 0.05 
   South Appalachian Pentagonal 1 0.00 
   Pisgah Triangular 4 0.02 
   Madison 141 0.55 
   Caraway Triangular 2,748 10.77 
   Clarksville Small Triangular 294 1.15 
   Randolph Stemmed 406 1.59 
 
Archaic Period (Indeterminate) 
   Projectile Point (Archaic Notched) 774 3.03 
   Projectile Point (Archaic Stemmed) 319 1.25 
   Projectile Point Fragment (Archaic) 604 2.37 
 
Woodland Period (Indeterminate) 
   Projectile Point (Woodland) 257 1.01 
   Projectile Point Fragment (Woodland) 537 2.11 
 
Indeterminate 
   Projectile Point Fragment (Indeterminate) 6,182 24.24 
 
Total 25,508 100.00 
 
 
Site No. Catalog No. Quantity Tool Type Material Cultural Period
31Ah3 2443a614 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ah3 2443a614 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ah3 2443a614 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ah3 2443a614 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Ah3 2443a614 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ah3 2443a614 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ah3 2443a614 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ah3 2443a614 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 2 Transylvania Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ah3 2443a614 4 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ah3 2443a614 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ah3 2443a614 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am10 2193a9 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Am10 2193a9 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am10 2193a9 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Am10 2193a9 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Am10 2193a9 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am10 2193a9 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am11 2193a16 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Am11 2193a16 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Am11 2193a16 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am11 2193a16 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am11 2193a16 18 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am116 2370a473 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Am116 2370a473 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Am164 2368a11 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am147 2370a183 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am148 2370a189 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am149 2370a197 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am151 2370a213 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Am152 2370a218 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am154 2370a222 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Am154 2370a479 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Am156 2370a247 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am161b 2370a531 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am161b 2370a531 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am161b 2370a531 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Am165 2370a540 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am165 2370a540 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am166 2370a548 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am167 2370a555 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am167 2370a555 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am168 2370a565 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am168 2370a565 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am168 2370a565 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Am168 2370a565 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am168 2370a565 4 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Am168 2370a565 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am168 2370a565 9 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am168 2370a565 9 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am168 2370a585 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am168 2370a585 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am170 2370a624 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Am171 2370a630 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Am173 2370a641 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am174 2370a644 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am174 2370a644 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am175 2370a649 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am175 2370a649 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Am175 2370a649 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am176a 2370a1155 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Am176a 2370a1155 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am176a 2370a1155 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am176a 2370a1155 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am176a 2370a1155 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Am176a 2370a1155 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Am176a 2370a1155 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am176b 2370a1162 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Am241 2396a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am241 2396a4 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am4 2432a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am9 2193a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Am9 2193a4 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Am9 2193a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Am9 2193a4 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Am9 2193a4 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 2035a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 2035a1 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 2035a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An1 930a2 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31An1 930a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31An1 930a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31An1 930a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An1 930a2 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31An1 930a2 10 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 930a2 17 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An1 930a2 28 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a10 23 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a102 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a107 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a117 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a121 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a121 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An1 951a26 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a43 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a59 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An1 951a67 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a67 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a74 7 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An1 951a74 13 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An12 2401a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An13 2417a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31An13 2417a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31An13 2417a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31An13 2417a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31An13 2417a1 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An13 2417a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An13 2436a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31An13 2436a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31An13 2436a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31An13 2436a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31An13 2436a1 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31An13 2436a1 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
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31An28 2416a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31An28 2416a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31An28 2416a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31An28 2416a1 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An28 2416a1 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31An33 2416a15 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An38 2416a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31An38 2416a29 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31An42 2416a56 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An46 2416a66 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31An46 2416a66 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31An46 2416a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31An46 2416a66 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An50 2416a78 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An51 2416a84 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31An51 2416a84 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31An52 2416a87 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31An52 2416a87 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Av12 2414a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Av12 2414a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Av12 2414a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Av12 2414a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Av12 2414a32 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Av12 2414a32 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Av13 2414a38 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Av16 2414a44 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Av16 2414a45 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Av2 2414a1 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Av2 2414a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Av2 2414a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Av2 2414a1 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Quartz Early Archaic
31Av2 2414a1 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Av2 2414a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Av2 2414a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Av2 2414a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Av2 2414a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Av2 2414a1 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Av4 2414a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Av5 2414a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Av8 2414a20 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Av9 2414a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Av9 2414a23 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf11 2090a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bf11 2090a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Bf11 2090a1 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf14 2090a8 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf14 2090a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf14 2090a8 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf14 2123a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf15 2123a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf15 2123a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf16 2090a13 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bf16 2090a13 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bf16 2090a13 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf16 2123a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf23 2116a110 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bf23 2116a110 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf23 2116a38 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Bf23 2120a140 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf23 2120a140 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Bf23 2120a19 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf23 2122a164 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf23 2122a164 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf23 2122a164 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bf24 2122a161 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf24 2122a161 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf51 1916a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf51 2090a23 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bf51 2090a23 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf51 2123a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf51 2123a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf51 2123a24 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf60 2090a38 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bf60 2090a38 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf60 2090a44 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bf60 2123a35 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bf60 2123a35 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Bf60 2123a35 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf60 2123a35 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf61 2090a62 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf61 2090a62 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bf61 2090a62 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf61 2090a62 5 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bf61 2123a47 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf62 2090a80 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Bf62 2090a80 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bf62 2090a80 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bf63 2090a87 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bf63 2090a87 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf63 2090a92 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bf63 2123a55 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf64 2090a102 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bf64 2090a102 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bf66 2123a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf68 2090a128 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bf69 2123a69 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf69 2123a69 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bf70 2123a81 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bf70 2123a81 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf70 2123a81 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bf70 2123a81 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bf71 2123a88 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bf71 2123a88 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bf71 2123a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bf8 2123a97 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bk18 2409a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bk33 2414a48 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bk5 2038a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bk5 2038a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bl1 2083a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bl1 2083a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bl10 2408a4 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bl2 2083a11 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bl2 2083a11 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bl2 2083a11 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bl30 2399a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bl30 2399a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bl30 2399a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bl34 2399a20 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Bl5 2083a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
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31Bl5 2083a21 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bl54 2368a19 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Bl54 2368a19 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Bl9 2083a31 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bl9 2083a31 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bn1 317a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn1 317a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn100 2440a36 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn100 2440a36 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn100 2440a36 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Bn100 2440a36 2 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn100 2440a36 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn100 2440a36 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Bn100 2440a48 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn100 2440a48 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn100 2440a48 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn100 2440a48 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn100 2440a48 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn100 2440a48 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn100 2440a48 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn103 2415a13 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn103 2415a13 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Bn103 2415a13 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bn103 2415a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn103 2415a13 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn103 2415a13 7 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn12 316a1 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn12 316a1 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Bn12 316a1 1 Haywood Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn12 316a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bn12 316a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn132 318a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Bn136 2030a8 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn136 2030a8 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn136 2030a8 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bn136 2030a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn136 2030a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Bn136 2030a8 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Bn136 2030a8 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn136 2030a8 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn136 2135a22 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn136 2135a22 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn136 2135a22 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn136 2135a22 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn136 2135a22 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn136 2135a22 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn136 2135a22 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn136 2135a22 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Bn138 2131a27 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bn138 2131a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn138 2131a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bn138 2131a27 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn138 2131a27 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Bn139 2135a31 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn140 2135a45 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn140 2135a45 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Bn140 2135a45 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn140 2135a45 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn140 2135a45 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn140 2135a45 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn145 2408a8 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Bn145 2408a8 1 Transylvania Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Bn146 2415a23 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn146 2415a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn146 2415a23 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn288 2396a54 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn2 319a1 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn2 319a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn2 319a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn2 319a1 1 Haywood Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn2 319a1 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bn2 319a1 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn2 319a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn2 319a1 7 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn2 319a1 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn22 2135a1 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bn22 2135a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn23 2135a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn23 2135a4 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn28 2135a12 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn28 2135a12 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn28 2412a6 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Bn28 2412a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn30 2135a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn42 2413a1 1 Connestee Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Bn42 2413a1 1 Connestee Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn42 2413a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn42 2413a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn42 2413a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2415a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2415a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Indeterminate Indeterminate
31Bn5 2415a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bn5 2415a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn5 2415a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Bn5 2415a1 4 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Bn5 2440a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn5 2440a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn5 2440a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Bn5 2440a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bn5 2440a1 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Bn5 2440a1 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Bn5 2440a1 2 Transylvania Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Bn5 2440a1 3 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bn5 2440a1 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn5 2440a1 4 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn5 2440a1 5 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bn5 2440a1 5 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Bn5 2440a1 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a1 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn5 2440a20 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn5 2440a20 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a20 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Bn5 2440a20 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn5 2440a20 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Bn5 2440a20 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn52 171a2 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Bn76 238a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Chalcedony Early Archaic
31Bn8 2440a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn8 2440a32 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bn9 2106a114 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Chert Middle Woodland
31Bn9 2106a114 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn9 2106a12 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bn9 2106a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn9 2106a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a12 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Bn9 2106a12 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Bn9 2106a122 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Bn9 2106a122 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Bn9 2106a122 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a122 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a122 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Bn9 2106a122 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn9 2106a15 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn9 2106a15 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bn9 2106a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bn9 2106a55 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bn9 2106a55 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Bn9 2106a55 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Bn9 2106a71 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Bn9 2106a71 3 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Bn9 2106a80 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Bn9 2106a99 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Bn98 216a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Br1 2321a461 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Br1 324a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Br26 2321a508 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Br28 2321a522 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Br30 2321a533 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br30 2321a544 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Br30 2321a544 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br31 2321a559 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br31 2321a559 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Br31 2321a559 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Br32 2321a565 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Br35 2321a579 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Br36 2321a587 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Br36 2321a587 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Br37 2321a598 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br37 2329a332 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Br37 2329a332 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br39 2321a618 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Br39 2321a618 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Br39 2321a618 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br40 2321a622 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Br42 2321a630 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Br42 2321a630 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Br42 2321a630 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Br42 2321a647 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Br42 2329a355 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Br43 2329a359 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br45 2321a671 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Br45 2321a671 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Br45 2321a671 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Br45 2321a671 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br45-46 2329a365 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br45-46 2329a365 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Br46 2321a680 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Br46 2321a680 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Br47 2321a684 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Br47 2321a684 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Br47 2321a684 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Br49 2321a694 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Br49 2329a369 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Br5 2410a3 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br51 2321a714 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Br51 2321a714 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Br53 2321a727 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Br54 2321a738 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Br57 2321a759 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br58 2321a763 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Br58 2321a763 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br58 2321a763 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Br60 2321a774 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Br60 2321a774 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Br61 2321a781 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Br61 2321a781 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br61 2321a781 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br61 2321a781 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Br62 2321a789 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Br63 2321a791 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Br64 2321a798 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br65 2321a801 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Br68 2321a814 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br69 2321a822 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Br7 2410a9 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Br70 2321a828 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Br70 2321a828 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Br71 2321a838 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br73 2321a855 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Br73 2321a855 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br73 2321a855 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Br74 2321a868 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Br75 2321a871 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Br75 2321a871 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Br75 2321a871 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Br75 2321a871 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Br76 2321a889 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Crystal Early Archaic
31Br78 2321a905 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Br78 2321a905 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Br79 2321a912 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Br79 2321a912 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Br80 2329a382 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw129 2397a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bw129 2398a15 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw129 2398a19 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw129 2398a19 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw129 2398a19 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Bw129 2399a104 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Bw129 2399a94 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bw129 2399a97 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bw178 2399a193 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Bw196 2398a25 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw2 2037a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bw230 2399a288 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw231 2399a290 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Bw236 2399a300 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw244 2399a321 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw253 2399a354 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw254 2399a358 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw255 2399a366 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bw258 2399a373 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bw270 2399a390 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bw273 2399a405 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bw278 2399a1702 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Bw278 2399a1702 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Bw278 2399a1702 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Bw278 2399a1702 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw278 2399a1702 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Bw278 2399a1710 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw292 2399a443 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Bw352 2399a582 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Bw355 2399a588 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Bw357 2399a596 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Bw67 2186a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Bw67 2186a10 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Bw67 2186a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chalcedony Indeterminate
31Bw67 2186a8 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ca15 2039a3 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ca4 1015a2 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ca4 1015a2 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ca4 1015a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ca4 1015a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ca4 1015a2 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ca4 1015a2 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ca5 1016a1 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Ca6 1017a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ca6 1017a1 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ca7 1019a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cb29 2398a76 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cb29 2398a76 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cb29 2398a76 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cb29 2398a76 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cb29 2398a87 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cb29 2399a260 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Cb29 2399a260 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cb32 2399a695 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Cb5 960a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cd11 2044a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cd11 2044a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cd11 2044a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cd11 2044a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cd11 2044a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cd11 2044a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Cd22 2397a194 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cd7 2102a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd7 2102a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cd7 2102a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a10 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a10 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a101 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd7 2102a104 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a116 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a133 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd7 2102a133 4 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a139 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cd7 2102a19 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a23 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a23 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a29 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cd7 2102a34 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a34 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cd7 2102a44 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cd7 2102a44 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a52 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a55 3 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a59 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a59 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd7 2102a64 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a72 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a92 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2102a97 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2103a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd7 2103a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cd7 2103a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cd7 2103a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd8 2103a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd8 2103a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd8 2103a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd8 2103a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
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31Cd8 2103a1 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd8 2103a1 2 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a1 3 Caraway Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cd8 2103a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd8 2103a16 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd8 2103a17 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cd8 2103a17 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Jasper Middle Woodland
31Cd8 2103a17 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd8 2103a17 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cd8 2103a23 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cd8 2103a24 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cd8 2103a25 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cd8 2103a25 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cd8 2103a8 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a9 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a9 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd8 2103a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cd8 2103a9 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a9 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cd8 2103a9 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a116 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a123 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Ce15 1938a18 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Ce15 1938a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce15 1938a18 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a18 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a192 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a243 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a245 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ce15 1938a245 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a245 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a254 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a259 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a27 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a27 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce15 1938a27 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce15 1938a276 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a308 4 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a31 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a337 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a345 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a357 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a367 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce15 1938a372 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a38 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a38 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Ce15 1938a38 6 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a403 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a403 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a416 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a426 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a455 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a465 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a477 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a499 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce15 1938a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a97 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce15 1938a97 8 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
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31Ce15 2415a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Ce18 2318a64 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce24 2318a67 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce25 2409a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce26 2318a19 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ce3 2318a12 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce49 1942a124 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce49 1942a124 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Ce49 1942a124 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce49 1942a124 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ce50 1942a130 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ce50 1942a130 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce50 1942a130 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce50 1942a130 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce50 1942a130 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Ce72 2318a83 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce73 2318a85 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ce73 2318a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce73 2318a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ce73 2318a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ce74 2318a92 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ce74 2318a92 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce74 2318a92 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce75 2318a96 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ce75 2318a96 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ce77 2318a101 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce78 2318a102 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ce80 2318a109 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Ce80 2318a109 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce80 2318a109 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce84 2318a23 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ce84 2318a23 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce84 2318a23 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ce88 2318a40 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce88 2318a40 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ce89 2318a46 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ce90 2318a49 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce91 2318a52 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ce93 2318a56 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ce93 2318a56 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ce93 2318a56 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ce94 2318a62 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ce94 2409a14 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch11 2194a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch11 2194a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch11 2194a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch11 2194a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch111 2141a282 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch129 2141a296 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch129 2141a296 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch131 2141a308 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch141 2141a724 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch141 2141a724 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch141 2141a724 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch141 2141a724 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch141 2141a725 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch145 2141a313 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch145 2141a313 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch146 2194a39 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch146 2194a39 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
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31Ch146 2194a44 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch146 2194a44 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch146 2194a44 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch146 2194a44 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch147 2042a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch147 2194a51 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch148 2042a17 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch148 2042a17 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch148 2042a17 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch148 2042a17 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch148 2042a17 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch148 2042a17 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch149 2042a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch150 2141a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch150 2141a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch150 2141a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch150 2141a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch150 2141a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch150 2141a1 14 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch159 2141a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch159 2141a13 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch159 2141a13 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch159 2141a13 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch159 2141a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch159 2141a13 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch159 2141a13 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch159 2309a1415 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch159 2309a1415 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch159 2309a1418 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch159 2410a32 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch159 2410a32 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch16 496a12 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch16 496a12 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ch16 496a12 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch160 2141a327 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch161 2141a333 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch161 2141a333 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch162 2141a337 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch162 2141a337 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch163 2141a344 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch165 2141a353 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch165 2141a353 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch165 2141a353 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch166 2141a358 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch166 2141a358 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch167 2141a361 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch169 2141a368 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch169 2141a368 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch169 2141a368 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch170 2141a327 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch170 2141a327 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch170 2141a372 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch170 2141a372 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch171 2141a380 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch171 2141a380 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch171 2141a380 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch171 2141a380 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch172 2141a386 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch173 2141a392 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch173 2141a392 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Ch173 2141a392 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch173 2141a392 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch174 2141a398 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch174 2141a398 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch174 2141a398 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch174 2141a398 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch174 2141a398 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch175 2141a406 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch175 2141a406 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch175 2141a406 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch177 2141a412 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch177 2141a412 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch177 2141a412 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch177 2141a412 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch178 2141a418 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch178 2141a418 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch178 2141a418 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch178 2141a418 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch178 2141a418 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch178 2141a418 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch178 2141a418 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch178 2141a418 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch179 2141a428 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Ch179 2141a428 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch179 2141a428 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch179 2141a428 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18 2042a1 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch18 2042a1 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch18 2042a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch18 2042a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch18 2042a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18 2042a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18 2141a30 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18 2141a30 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18 2141a30 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch180 2141a435 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch180 2141a435 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch180 2141a435 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch181 2141a439 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch182 2141a444 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch182 2141a444 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch183 2141a451 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch183 2404a34 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch183 2404a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch183 2404a34 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch184 2141a457 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch184 2141a457 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch184 2141a457 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch184 2141a458 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch185 2141a463 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch185 2141a463 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch185 2141a463 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch185 2141a463 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch185 2141a463 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch185 2141a463 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch185 2141a463 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch185 2141a463 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch186 2141a472 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch186 2141a472 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch186 2141a472 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch187 2141a477 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch187 2141a477 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch187 2141a477 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch187 2141a477 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch188 2141a489 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch188 2141a489 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch188 2141a489 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch188 2141a489 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch188 2141a489 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch189 2141a492 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch189 2141a492 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch18a 2042a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch18a 2042a7 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18a 2042a7 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch18a 2042a7 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch18a 2042a7 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch19 2404a3 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch190 2155a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch190 2155a10 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch190 2155a24 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch190 2155a24 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch190 2155a26 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch190 2155a26 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch190 2155a26 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch190 2155a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch190 2155a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch190 2155a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch190 2155a26 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch190 2155a26 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch190 2155a26 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch190 2155a26 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch191 2141a495 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch192 2141a504 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch192 2141a504 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch193 2141a507 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch195 2141a514 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch195 2141a514 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch195 2141a514 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch195 2141a517 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch197 2141a521 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch197 2141a521 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch199 2141a534 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch199 2141a534 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch199 2141a534 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch199 2141a534 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch20 2141a33 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch20 2141a33 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch20 2141a33 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch200 2141a542 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch200 2141a542 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch200 2141a542 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch200 2141a544 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch204 2141a561 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch206 2141a566 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Ch206 2141a566 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch206 2141a566 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch206 2141a566 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch206 2141a566 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch206 2141a566 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch206 2141a566 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ch206 2141a566 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch210 2141a588 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch211 2141a595 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch213 2141a599 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch213 2141a599 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch217 2141a615 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch217 2141a615 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch221 2141a630 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch221 2141a630 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch225 2141a644 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch225 2141a644 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch225 2141a644 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch225 2141a644 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch225 2141a644 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch225 2141a644 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch226 2141a651 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch226 2141a651 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch226 2141a651 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch226 2141a651 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch226 2141a651 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch228 2141a664 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch228 2141a664 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch229 2141a670 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch229 2141a670 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch229 2141a670 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch229 2141a670 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch23 2404a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch23 2404a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch230 2141a677 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch230 2141a677 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch230 2141a677 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch230 2141a677 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch230 2141a677 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch230 2141a677 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch231 2141a682 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch231 2141a682 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch231 2141a682 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch232 2141a687 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch232 2141a687 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch233 2141a691 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch233 2141a691 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch235 2141a696 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch235 2141a696 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch235 2141a696 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch235 2141a696 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch235 2141a696 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch235 2141a696 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch235 2141a696 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch236 2141a701 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch240 2141a714 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch240 2141a714 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch240 2141a714 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch240 2141a714 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch240 2141a714 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch242 2141a729 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch242 2141a729 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch242 2141a729 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch244 2141a735 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch244 2141a735 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch25 2141a41 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch25 2141a41 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch25 2141a41 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch25 2141a41 16 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch25 2194a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch25 2194a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch25 2194a5 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch250 2141a757 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch250 2141a757 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch250 2141a757 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch251 2141a760 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch251 2141a760 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch251 2141a760 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch251 2141a762 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch251 2141a762 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch251 2141a762 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch252 2141a765 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch253 2141a767 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch253 2141a767 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch254 2141a770 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch254 2141a770 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch255 2141a774 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch255 2141a774 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch257 2141a778 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch257 2141a778 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch257 2141a778 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch258 2141a781 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch259 2141a784 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch259 2141a784 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch260 2141a787 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch260 2141a787 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch260 2141a787 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch260 2141a787 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch260 2141a787 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch260 2141a787 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch263 2141a790 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch263 2141a790 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch265 2141a793 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch265 2141a793 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch265 2141a793 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch265 2141a793 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch266 2141a800 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch266 2141a800 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch266 2141a800 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch266 2141a800 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch266 2141a804 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch267 2141a807 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch267 2141a807 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Ch267 2141a807 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch269 2141a816 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch269 2141a816 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch27 2141a50 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch27 2141a50 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch27 2141a50 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch27 2141a50 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch270 2141a823 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch270 2141a823 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch270 2141a823 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch270 2141a823 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch270 2141a823 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch271 2141a829 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch273 2141a838 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch273 2141a838 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch273 2141a838 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch273 2141a838 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch273 2141a838 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch273 2141a838 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch273 2141a838 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch274 2141a846 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch274 2141a846 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch274 2141a846 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch274 2141a846 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch274 2141a846 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch275 2141a854 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch275 2141a854 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch275 2141a854 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch275 2141a854 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch276 2141a860 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch276 2141a860 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch276 2141a860 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch276 2141a860 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch277 2141a657 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch277 2141a657 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch277 2141a867 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ch277 2141a867 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch277 2141a867 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch277 2141a867 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch278 2141a875 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a1 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a106/a 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a106/a 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a112 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a112 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a112 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a12 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a12 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch28 2136a12 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a12 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch28 2136a128 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch28 2136a128 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a128 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a128 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch28 2136a128 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a138 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a146 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a155 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a155 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a155 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a167 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a178 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a186 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a191 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch28 2136a197 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a212 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a22 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a22 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch28 2136a22 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a22 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a22 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a232 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a236 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a236 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a244 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a257 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a262 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a269 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a269 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a280 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch28 2136a280 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a280 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a280 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a280 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch28 2136a280 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a280 8 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a280 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a30 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a30 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a30 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a30 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a41 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a41 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a41 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a56/a 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2136a68 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a68 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2136a68 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a78 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a78 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2136a95 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch28 2136a95 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch28 2136a95 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2309a1406 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch28 2309a1406 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2309a1406 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch28 2309a1406 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch28 2309a1410 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch28 2404a10 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch28 2404a10 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch281 2141a886 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch281 2141a886 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch281 2141a886 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ch284 2141a897 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch285 2141a903 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch287 2141a910 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch287 2141a910 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch288 2141a918 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch289 2141a922 1 Badin Crude Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Ch289 2141a922 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch29 2137a151 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2137a161 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2137a161 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Ch29 2137a161 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2137a174 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch29 2137a174 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2309a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch29 2309a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch29 2309a1026 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a1087 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a111 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a111 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch29 2309a1323 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2309a14 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a1400 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a1400 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch29 2309a1404 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a1404 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a1414 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch29 2309a158 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch29 2309a158 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a158 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a166 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a171 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a175 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a186 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a186 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a186 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a186 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a198/1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2309a21 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a210 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a223 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2309a223 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a232 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a237 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch29 2309a254 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a254 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a254 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a254 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a255/2 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a272 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a286 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a296 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a296 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a296 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a296 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a296 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Ch29 2309a336 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a336 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a354 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2309a362 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a375 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a375 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a375 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a417 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a417 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch29 2309a434 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch29 2309a443 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch29 2309a444 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch29 2309a473 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch29 2309a474 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch29 2309a479 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a480 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a491 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch29 2309a510 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a510 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a526 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a538 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a538 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a579 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a596 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch29 2309a62 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a62 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a62 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a62 7 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a621 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch29 2309a630 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2309a642 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch29 2309a712 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch29 2309a746 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch29 2309a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch29 2309a918/1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch29 2410a14 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch290 2141a925 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch291 2141a932 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch291 2141a932 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch291 2141a932 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch291 2141a932 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch291 2141a932 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch291 2141a932 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch293 2141a895 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch293 2141a940 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch293 2141a940 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch293 2141a940 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Ch293 2141a940 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch293 2141a940 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch293 2141a940 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch294 2141a945 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch295 2141a949 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch295 2141a949 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch296 2141a953 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch297 2141a958 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch297 2141a958 3 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch297 2141a958 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch298 2141a963 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch298 2141a963 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch299 2141a971 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch300 2141a974 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch302 2141a302 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch302 2141a302 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch302 2141a302 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch303 2141a982 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch303 2141a982 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch303 2141a982 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch303 2141a982 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch303 2141a982 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch303 2141a982 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch303 2141a990 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch305 2141a997 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch305 2141a997 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch305 2141a997 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch305 2141a997 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch305 2141a997 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch305 2141a997 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch305 2141a997 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch305 2141a997 4 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch305 2141a997 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch305 2141a997 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch306 2141a1007 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch306 2141a1007 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch306 2141a1007 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch306 2141a1007 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch306 2141a1007 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch307 2141a1014 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch307 2141a1014 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch307 2141a1014 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ch307 2141a1014 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch307 2141a1014 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch307 2141a1014 11 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch308 2141a1022 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch308 2141a1022 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch308 2141a1022 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch308 2141a1022 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch31-32 2410a25 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch310 2141a1033 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch310 2141a1033 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch310 2141a1034 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch310 2141a1034 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch311 2141a1038 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch312 2141a1041 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch312 2141a1041 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch313 2141a1048 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch313 2141a1048 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch326 2408a21 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch326 2408a21 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch326 2408a21 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch331 2368a41 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch33a 2309a1438 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch33a 2309a1444 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch34 2141a56 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
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31Ch34 2141a56 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch34 2141a56 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch34 2141a56 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch34 2141a56 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch34 2141a56 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch34 2141a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch34 2194a7 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch346 2424a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch348 2424a29 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch350 2424a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch351 2424a35 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch352 2424a40 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch352 2424a40 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch353 2424a25 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch356 2410a37 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch36 2141a71 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch36 2141a71 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch36 2141a71 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch36 2141a71 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch361 2404a40 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch361 2404a40 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch39 2141a81 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch39 2141a81 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch39 2141a81 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch39 2141a81 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch392 2430a1 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch393 2404a60 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ch394 2404a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch395 2404a73 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch395 2404a73 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch395 2404a73 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch399 2430a7 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch399 2430a7 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch400 2430a14 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch400 2430a14 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch401 2430a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch410 2404a108 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch410 2404a108 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ch410 2404a108 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch410 2404a108 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch412 2404a114 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch412 2404a114 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch412 2404a114 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch413 2404a123 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch414 2404a127 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch416 2410a47 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch416 2410a47 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch418 2410a58 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch419 2410a64 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch419 2410a64 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch419 2410a64 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch419 2410a64 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch421 2404a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch421 2410a73 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch421 2410a73 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch44 2141a90 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch44 2141a90 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch44 2141a90 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch44 2141a90 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch441 2430a33 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Ch448 2404a164 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch45 2141a99 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch451 2404a174 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch451 2404a174 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch451 2404a174 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch451 2404a174 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch452 2370a356 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch452 2370a363 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch452 2370a363 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch452 2406a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ch452 2406a1 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch452 2406a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch452 2406a1 10 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch452 2406a1 12 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch452 2406a1 18 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch452 2406a11 1 PPt. (Woodland) Green Glass Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch453 2410a79 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch454 2410a84 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch454 2410a84 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch455 2410a88 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch456 2410a92 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch457 2410a96 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch457 2410a96 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch457 2410a96 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch457 2410a96 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch458 2430a43 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch458 2430a43 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch459 2404a181 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch463 2370a372 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch463 2370a372 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch463 2370a372 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch463 2370a380 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch463 2370a380 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch463 2370a393 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch463 2370a400 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch463 2370a405 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch463 2370a405 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch463 2404a189 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch484 2398a70 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch485 2405a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ch485 2405a2 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch485 2405a7 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch485 2405a7 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch485 2405a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch485 2430a51 1 Badin Crude Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Ch485 2430a51 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch485 2430a51 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch485 2430a51 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch485 2430a51 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch485 2430a51 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch486 2368a47 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch486 2368a47 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch5 2141a21 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch5 2141a21 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch5 2141a21 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch5 2141a21 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch583a 2370a441 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch583a 2370a441 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch583a 2370a441 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch583b 2370a449 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch583c 2370a453 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch584 2370a460 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch588 2370a505 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch589 2370a508 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch592 2370a522 1 Hardaway Blade Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Ch592 2370a522 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch51 2404a21 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch51 2404a21 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch51 2404a21 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch51 2404a21 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch51 2404a21 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch51 2404a21 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch51 2404a29 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch602 2370a1197 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch602 2370a1197 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch53 2141a121 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch53 2141a121 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch53 2141a121 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch53 2141a121 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch56 2141a127 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch58 2141a133 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch58 2141a133 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch58 2141a133 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch66 2141a150 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch67 2141a157 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch68 2141a162 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch68 2141a162 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch68 2141a162 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch68 2141a162 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch69 2141a168 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch69 2141a169 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch70 2141a173 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch70 2141a175 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch71 2141a179 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch72 2141a181 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch73 2141a188 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch73 2141a188 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch76 2141a194 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch76 2141a194 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch79 2141a211 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch79 2141a211 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch79 2141a211 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch79 2141a211 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch8 2140a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch8 2140a56 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Ch8 2140a59 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch8 2140a59 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch8 2140a66 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch8 2140a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch8 2140a66 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch8 2140a66 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch8 2140a71 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch8 2140a71 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch8 2140a71 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch8 2140a8/1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch8 2404a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch85 2141a216 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch85 2141a216 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch85 2141a216 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch85 2141a216 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Ch85 2141a216 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch85 2194a14 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch85 2194a14 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch85 2194a14 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch85 2194a14 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch85 2194a14 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch85 2194a14 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch86 2141a226 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch86 2141a226 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch87 2141a234 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch87 2141a234 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch87 2141a234 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch87 2141a234 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch87 2141a234 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch87 2141a234 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch88 2141a245 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch88 2141a245 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch91 2141a255 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch91 2141a255 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch91 2141a255 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch91 2141a255 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch91 2141a256 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ch91 2141a256 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch91 2141a256 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch92 2141a20 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Ch92 2141a20 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch92 2141a20 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch92 2141a260 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Ch92 2141a260 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch92 2141a260 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch92 2141a260 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch92 2141a260 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch92 2141a260 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ch92 2141a260 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch94 1932a421 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ch95 2194a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch95 2194a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ch97 2194a27 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ch97 2194a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ch97 2194a32 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ch97 2194a32 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch97 2194a32 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ch97 2194a32 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ch97 2194a32 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Co1 2434a1 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Co10 2321a952 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Co10 2321a952 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Co21 2329a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Co7 2321a940 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cr11 2131a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cr11 2131a24 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr12 2132a33 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr13 2132a36 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Jasper Indeterminate
31Cr131 2299a418 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Cr136 2299a430 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cr140 2397a104 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr140 2397a111 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr140 2397a64 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Jasper Late Prehistoric
31Cr140 2397a64 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cr140 2397a64 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Cr140 2397a64 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Cr140 2397a64 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Cr140 2397a64 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cr140 2397a77 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cr140 2397a77 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Cr140 2397a77 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr140 2397a77 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr140 2397a77 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cr140 2397a77 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cr140 2397a86 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr140 2397a86 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr16 2132a45 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr16 2299a1117 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr16 2299a51 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cr16 2299a51 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cr16 2299a52 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr16 2304a4 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Cr16 2304a4 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr16 2397a14 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr160 2397a183 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cr18 2132a50/1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cr2 2132a11 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Cr22 2132a63 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr26 2040a3 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cr29 2120a10 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr29 2120a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr29 2120a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr29 2120a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr29 2120a37 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cr29 2120a37 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr29 2120a68 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Crystal Middle Woodland
31Cr29 2120a68 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Jasper Middle Woodland
31Cr29 2120a68 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Cr44 2132a97 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr48 2132a132 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cr48 2132a132 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr48 2132a132 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr48 2132a132 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr48 2132a132 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr48 2132a132 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cr48 2132a54 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr53 2132a161 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr54 2132a178 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cr56 2132a186 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cr56 2132a186 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Cr57 2299a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr58 2132a196 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cr79 2132a202 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Cr79 2132a202 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Cr79 2132a202 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Cr79 2132a202 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr79 2132a202 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cr79 2132a202 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cr79 2132a202 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Cr98 2397a45 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr98 2397a45 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cr98 2397a45 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Cr98 2397a45 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ct104 2431a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ct86 1770a1 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Cv12 2299a1238 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Jasper Early Archaic
31Cv12 2299a456 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Cv13 2299a1255 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cv13 2299a463 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Cv14 2299a465 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cv41 2399a728 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cv5 2017a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Cv6 2017a4 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cv6 2017a4 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cv6 2017a4 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Cv6 2017a4 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Cv6 2017a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Cv6 2017a4 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Cv6 2017a4 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Cv6 2017a4 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Cv6 2017a4 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Cv6 2017a4 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Cv6 2017a4 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cv6 2017a4 5 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Cv6 2017a4 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Cw13 2414a56 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Cw13 2414a56 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Cy1 2097a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cy1 2097a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Cy1 2097a3 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Cy1 2097a3 2 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Cy1 2097a3 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Cy1 2415a50 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cy40 1941a114 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Cy40 1941a114 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Cy40 1941a114 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Cy40 1941a114 5 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31De2 952a2 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh1 2412a34 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh100 2308a423 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh100 2308a423 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh118 2048a8 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh121 2297a281 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh121 2297a281 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh121 2297a281 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh121 2297a281 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh121 2297a281 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh121 2297a281 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 7 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh121 2297a281 12 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 16 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh121 2297a281 35 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh122 2308a430 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh122 2308a430 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh122 2308a430 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh122 2308a430 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh122 2308a430 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh122 2308a430 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh122 2308a430 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh122 2308a430 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh122 2308a430 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Dh122 2308a430 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh122 2308a430 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh123 2308a439 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh124 2308a444 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh130 2308a454 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh131 2308a457 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh131 2308a457 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh131 2308a457 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh131 2308a457 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh131 2308a457 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh132 2308a463 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh132 2308a463 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh132 2308a463 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dh132 2308a463 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh133 2308a468 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh133 2308a468 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh135 2308a476 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh138 2308a489 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh140 2308a494 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh142 2308a498 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh143 2308a504 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh143 2308a504 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh145 2308a516 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh145 2308a516 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh145 2308a516 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh145 2308a516 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh145 2308a516 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh155 2428a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh156 2409a21 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh156 2409a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh156 2409a21 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh156 2409a29 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dh156 2409a29 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh160 2370a1081 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh164 2318a131 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh164 2412a47 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh171 2428a12 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh171 2428a5 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh172 2370a1002 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a1013 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh172 2370a1014 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a1014 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh172 2370a1014 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a1014 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a1014 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a1022 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh172 2370a1022 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dh172 2370a1022 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a1022 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a1029 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a1029 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a1035 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a1051 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh172 2370a1058 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a1058 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a1061 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a1061 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a1068 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a846 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a846 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Dh172 2370a846 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh172 2370a862 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh172 2370a862 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a862 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a873 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a886 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a921 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a921 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a930 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a934 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a941 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a941 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a950 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a964 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh172 2370a964 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a964 12 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a980 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh172 2370a992 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh172 2370a992 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh172 2370a992 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh172 2370a992 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh175 2370a1083 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh175 2370a1083 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh175 2370a1083 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh175 2370a1092 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh178 2318a153 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh178 2370a260 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh178 2370a260 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh178 2370a260 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh178 2370a260 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh178 2370a260 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh181 2409a36 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh184 2409a42 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh185 2409a44 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh189 2409a58 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh200 2410a104 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh200 2410a104 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh200 2410a104 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh200 2410a104 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh202 2410a110 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh202 2410a110 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh24 2412a40 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh24 2412a40 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh240 2396a67 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh240 2396a67 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh240 2396a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh240 2396a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh240 2396a67 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh240 2396a67 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh240 2396a67 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh240 2396a67 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh240 2396a67 8 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh266 2370a267 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh31 2048a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh318 2428a22 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh32 2048a5 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh32 2048a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh32 2048a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh32 2048a5 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh32 2048a5 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Dh32 2048a5 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh321 2412a54 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh324 2412a59 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh326 2412a65 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh326 2412a65 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh327 2412a68 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh33 2048a9 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh33 2048a9 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh369 2368a108 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh369 2368a108 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh369 2368a108 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh352 2370a273 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh352 2370a273 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dh352 2370a273 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh352 2370a273 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh352 2370a273 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Dh375 2370a1099 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh377 2370a1104 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh377 2370a1104 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh377 2370a1104 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh377 2370a1104 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh377 2370a1106 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh378 2370a1109 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh378 2370a1109 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh378 2370a1109 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh378 2370a1112 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh378 2370a1112 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh378 2370a1112 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh379 2370a1131 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh380 2370a1145 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh380 2370a1145 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh380 2370a1145 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh380 2370a1145 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dh380 2370a1145 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh380 2370a1145 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh380 2370a1145 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh586 2447a19 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh345 2428a39 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh345 2428a39 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh346 2428a46 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh347 2428a52 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh42 2190a13 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh42 2190a13 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh42 2190a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh42 2190a13 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh42 2190a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh42 2190a13 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh42 2190a13 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh42 2190a13 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh47 2308a206 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh5 2308a231 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh50 2190a31 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh51 2190a35 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh51 2190a35 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh52 2190a40 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh52 2308a213 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh54 2190a45 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh54 2308a214 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh55 2308a218 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh56 2190a51 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Dh56 2190a51 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh56 2308a223 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh56 2308a223 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh56 2308a223 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh56 2308a223 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh56 2308a223 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh56 2308a223 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh56 2308a223 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh56 2308a223 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh56 2308a223 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh56 2308a261 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh56 2308a277 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh56 2308a287 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh56 2308a323 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a157 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a157 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a157 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a157 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh57 2308a331 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh57 2308a331 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a331 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a349 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh57 2308a349 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a349 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a349 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh57 2308a356 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh57 2308a359 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a359 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a359 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh57 2308a364 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh57 2308a371 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a371 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a371 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a371 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a371 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh57 2308a380 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a380 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh57 2308a380 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a383 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a391 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a391 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a391 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh57 2308a391 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh57 2308a398 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a405 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh57 2308a405 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a411 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh57 2308a414 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Dh57 2308a414 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh6 2190a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh6 2190a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh6 2190a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2190a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh6 2190a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh6 2190a7 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh6 2190a7 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2190a7 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2190a7 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh6 2190a7 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh6 2190a7 7 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Dh6 2308a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Crystal Early Archaic
31Dh6 2308a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a1 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dh6 2308a1 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh6 2308a1 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh6 2308a1 3 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a1 3 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a1 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a1 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a1 6 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dh6 2308a1 6 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh6 2308a1 8 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a1 11 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a13 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a13 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a54 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a54 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a73 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 2308a73 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh6 325a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 325a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh6 325a1 9 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 325a1 10 Caraway Triangular Quartz Crystal Late Prehistoric
31Dh6 325a1 15 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh63 2190a63 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh66 2190a73 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh66 2190a73 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh7 2308a135 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh7 2308a147 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 2308a167 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh7 326a2 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 326a2 14 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 326a2 23 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 979a2 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 979a2 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 979a6 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 979a6 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh7 979a6 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh7 979a6 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh7 979a6 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dh70 2190a84 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dh70 2190a84 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh71 2190a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh73 2190a91 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dh74 2190a96 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh75 2190a100 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh75 2190a100 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh75 2190a100 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh76 2190a102 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh76 2190a102 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh77 2190a106 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dh77 2190a106 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh77 2190a106 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dh78 2190a110 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh78 2190a110 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh8 2180a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh8 2180a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh8 2180a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh8 2180a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh8 2180a1 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Dh80 2190a115 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dh80 2190a115 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh82 2190a121 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh83 2190a124 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh84 2190a127 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh84 2190a127 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh85 2190a131 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh85 2190a131 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh86 2190a135 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh88 2190a139 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dh89 2190a141 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh89 2190a141 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh89 2190a141 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh89 2190a141 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dh90 2308a422 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dh91 2190a147 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dh91 2190a153 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dh91 2190a153 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dp14 2410a121 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dr3 2408a37 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Dr3 2408a37 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Dr3 2408a37 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv100 2443a174 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv100 2443a174 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 1 Hardaway-Dalton Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Dv100 2443a174 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv100 2443a174 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv100 2443a174 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv100 2443a174 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chalcedony Indeterminate
31Dv100 2443a174 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Dv100 2443a174 2 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv100 2443a174 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv100 2443a174 3 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv100 2443a174 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 6 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv100 2443a174 10 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 10 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 23 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 28 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv100 2443a174 38 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv100 2443a174 44 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv101 2443a205 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Dv101 2443a205 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv101 2443a205 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv101 2443a205 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv101 2443a205 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv101 2443a205 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv101 2443a205 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv101 2443a205 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv102 2443a281 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv102 2443a281 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv102 2443a281 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Dv103 2443a287 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv103 2443a287 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv103 2443a287 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv104 2443a81 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv104 2443a81 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv107 2443a248 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv107 2443a248 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Jasper Middle Archaic
31Dv107 2443a248 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv107 2443a248 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv107 2443a248 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv107 2443a248 3 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv107 2443a248 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv107 2443a248 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv107 2443a248 20 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv108 2443a236 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv108 2443a236 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv108 2443a236 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv109 2443a257 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv109 2443a257 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv109 2443a257 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv109 2443a341 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv109 2443a341 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv109 2443a341 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv109 2443a341 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv109 2443a341 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv109 2443a341 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv109 2443a341 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv110 2443a320 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv110 2443a320 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv110 2443a320 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv111 2443a363 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv115 2443a383 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv116 2443a384 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv116 2443a384 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv116 2443a384 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv116 2443a384 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv116 2443a384 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 3 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv116 2443a384 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv116 2443a384 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv116 2443a384 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv117 2443a142 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv117 2443a142 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv117 2443a142 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 2 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 2 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv117 2443a142 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv117 2443a142 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
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31Dv117 2443a142 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 8 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 8 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv117 2443a142 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv117 2443a422 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv117 2443a422 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv117 2443a422 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv117 2443a422 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv118 2443a400 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv118 2443a400 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv118 2443a400 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv118 2443a400 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv118 2443a400 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv118 2443a400 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv118 2443a400 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv118 2443a400 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv118 2443a400 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv118 2443a400 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv12 2443a155 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv12 2443a155 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv121 2443a125/1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv121 2443a125/1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv121 2443a125/1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv121 2443a125/1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv121 2443a125/1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv122 2443a139 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv122 2443a139 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv122 2443a139 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv122 2443a139 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv122 2443a139 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv122 2443a139 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv122 2443a139 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv123 2443a87 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv123 2443a87 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv123 2443a87 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv123 2443a87 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv123 2443a87 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv123 2443a87 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv125 2443a309 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31Dv125 2443a309 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv125 2443a309 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv125 2443a309 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv125 2443a309 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv125 2443a309 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv125 2443a309 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv125 2443a309 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv125 2443a309 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv125 2443a309 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv125 2443a309 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv126 2443a302 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv126 2443a302 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv126 2443a302 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv126 2443a302 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Indeterminate Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv127 2443a327 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv127 2443a327 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv127 2443a327 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv127 2443a327 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv127 2443a327 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv127 2443a327 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Dv128 2443a334 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv130 2443a354 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv130 2443a354 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv130 2443a354 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv131 2443a369 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv131 2443a369 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv131 2443a369 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv131 2443a369 3 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv131 2443a369 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv131 2443a369 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv131 2443a369 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv131 2443a369 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv131 2443a369 12 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv132 2443a418 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv132 2443a418 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv132 2443a418 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv132 2443a418 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv132 2443a418 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv132 2443a418 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv132 2443a418 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv133 2443a426 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv135 2443a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv135 2443a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv135 2443a2 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv135 2443a2 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv136 2443a429 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv136 2443a429 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv136 2443a429 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv136 2443a429 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv136 2443a429 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv136 2443a429 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv136 2443a429 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv136 2443a429 68 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Kirk Stemmed Chert Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv137 2443a91 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 2 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv137 2443a91 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 3 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Dv137 2443a91 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv137 2443a91 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv137 2443a91 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv137 2443a91 6 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv137 2443a91 14 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv137 2443a91 17 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 18 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 19 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv137 2443a91 26 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 28 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 32 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv137 2443a91 34 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 48 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 50 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 51 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv137 2443a91 67 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv138 2443a116/3 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv139 2443a117 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv139 2443a117 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv139 2443a117 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv139 2443a117 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv139 2443a117 4 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 4 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 4 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv139 2443a117 7 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 10 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 14 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv139 2443a117 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv140 2443a191 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv140 2443a191 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv140 2443a191 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv140 2443a191 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 6 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv140 2443a191 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv140 2443a191 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv142 2443a186 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv142 2443a186 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv142 2443a186 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv142 2443a186 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv142 2443a186 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv143 2443a125 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv143 2443a125 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv144 2443a126 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
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31Dv144 2443a126 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv144 2443a126 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv144 2443a126 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv144 2443a126 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv144 2443a126 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv144 2443a126 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 3 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv144 2443a126 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv144 2443a126 4 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv144 2443a126 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv144 2443a126 12 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv144 2443a126 13 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv146 2443a154 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv147 2443a241 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv147 2443a241 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv147 2443a241 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv147 2443a241 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv147 2443a241 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv147 2443a241 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv147 2443a241 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv148 2443a176/1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv148 2443a217 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv148 2443a217 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv148 2443a217 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 2 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv148 2443a217 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv148 2443a217 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv148 2443a217 9 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv148 2443a217 10 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 10 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 14 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv148 2443a217 14 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv148 2443a217 15 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv148 2443a217 16 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 21 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 35 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv148 2443a217 65 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv148 2443a217 72 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv154 2398a102 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv154 2398a102 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv154 2398a102 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv155 2398a109 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv155 2398a109 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv155 2398a109 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv155 2398a109 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv155 2398a109 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv155 2398a109 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Dv155 2398a109 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv155 2398a110 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv157 2397a212 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv158 2398a114 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv159 2398a122 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv159 2398a122 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv159 2398a122 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv159 2398a122 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv159 2398a132 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv159 2398a139 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv159 2398a139 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv159 2398a139 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv160 2398a143 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv161 2398a146/1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv161 2398a152/1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv161 2398a152/1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv161 2398a157 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv161 2398a157 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv161 2398a157 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv162 2398a163 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv162 2398a163 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv164 2398a169 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv164 2398a169 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv164 2398a169 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv164 2398a169 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv164 2398a169 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv164 2398a169 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv165 2398a176 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv165 2398a176 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv165 2398a176 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv165 2398a176 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv165 2398a176 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv165 2398a176 11 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv165 2398a176 19 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv166 2398a180 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv166 2398a180 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv166 2398a180 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv166 2398a180 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv167 2398a187 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv167 2398a187 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv167 2398a187 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv167 2398a187 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv167 2398a187 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv167 2398a187 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv167 2398a187 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv168 2398a191 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv20 2101a20 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv20 2101a20 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv20 434a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv20 434a2 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv217 2398a97 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv321 2368a445 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv321 2368a445 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv321 2368a445 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv322 2368a451 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv41 2397a202 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv41 2397a202 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv41 2397a202 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv41 2397a202 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv42 2397a209 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Dv5 2101a10 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv5 2101a10 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv53 2432a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv53 2432a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Dv53 2432a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv53 2432a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv53 2432a1 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv53 2432a1 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 7 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv53 2432a1 7 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv53 2432a1 11 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 12 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 13 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv53 2432a1 20 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv53 2432a1 21 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv54 2432a11 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv54 2432a11 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv54 2432a11 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv54 2432a11 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv54 2432a11 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv55 2432a16 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv55 2432a16 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv56 2432a19 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv56 2432a19 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv56 2432a19 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv56 2432a19 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv57 2432a24 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv58 2432a26 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv58 2432a26 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv58 2432a26 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv58 2432a26 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv58 2432a26 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv58 2432a26 17 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv60 2432a32 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv60 2432a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv60 2432a32 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv60 2432a32 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv61 2432a37 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Dv61 2432a37 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv61 2432a37 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv61 2432a37 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv61 2432a37 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv61 2432a37 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv61 2432a37 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv61 2432a37 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv62 2432a39 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Badin Crude Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Crystal Late Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv63 2432a40 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv63 2432a40 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv63 2432a40 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Dv63 2432a40 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv63 2432a40 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv63 2432a40 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv63 2432a40 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv63 2432a40 3 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv63 2432a40 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv63 2432a40 5 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv63 2432a40 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 6 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 9 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 12 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 16 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv63 2432a40 16 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv63 2432a40 25 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv63 2432a40 61 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv63 2432a40 83 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv64 2432a59 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv65 2432a61 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv66 2432a65 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv66 2432a65 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv68 2318a175 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv75 2318a198 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv80 2318a211 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv81 2318a214 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv81 2318a214 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv84 2318a224 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv86 2443a116/1 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv88 2443a55 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv88 2443a55 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv88 2443a55 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Dv88 2443a55 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Dv88 2443a55 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 4 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Dv88 2443a55 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv88 2443a55 5 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 6 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv88 2443a55 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv88 2443a55 6 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 7 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv88 2443a55 19 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv88 2443a55 24 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 29 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv88 2443a55 40 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv88 2443a55 63 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv89 2443a89 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv89 2443a89 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv89 2443a89 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv9 2101a18 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv9 2101a18 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv9 2101a18 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv9 2101a18 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv9 2101a18 2 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Kanawha Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Crystal Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 1 Uwharrie Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Dv90 2443a13 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 2 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 7 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 10 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 10 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 11 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 11 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv90 2443a13 16 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 17 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 18 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv90 2443a13 21 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv90 2443a13 21 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv90 2443a13 24 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv90 2443a13 26 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv90 2443a13 27 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv90 2443a13 44 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Dv90 2443a13 53 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Dv90 2443a13 117 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 117 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Dv90 2443a13 170 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv90 2443a13 222 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv90 2443a13 241 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv90 2443a49 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv90 2443a49 10 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv91 2443a211 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Dv91 2443a211 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv91 2443a211 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv91 2443a211 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv91 2443a211 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv94 2443a269 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Dv94 2443a269 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv94 2443a269 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv94 2443a269 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv94 2443a269 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv94 2443a269 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv94 2443a269 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv95 2443a276 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv95 2443a276 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Dv95 2443a276 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv96 2443a264 1 Hardaway Blade Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Dv96 2443a264 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv96 2443a264 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv96 2443a264 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv96 2443a264 5 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv97 2443a231 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv97 2443a231 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv97 2443a231 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv98 2443a156 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Dv98 2443a156 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv98 2443a156 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv98 2443a156 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv98 2443a156 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv98 2443a156 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv98 2443a156 10 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv98 2443a156 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Dv98 2443a156/1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv99 2443a166 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Dv99 2443a166 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Dv99 2443a166 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Fy15 2305a252 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Fy17 2305a246 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Fy17 2305a246 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Fy17 2305a246 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Fy18 2409a63 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Fy21 2410a132 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ga1 2321a1008 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ga6 2321a1040 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ga9 2321a1069 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf13a 1085a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf13a 1085a35 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Gf13a 1085a36 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf13a 1085a36 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf13a 1085a36 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf152 2447a31 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf186 2410a141 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf189 2410a145 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf189 2410a145 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Gf201 2370a1167 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf203c 2370a1175 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf203c 2370a1175 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf205 2370a1227/a 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf208 2370a1235 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf208 2370a1235 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf208 2370a1235 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf208 2370a1235 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf28 2051a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Gf28 2051a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf28 2051a1 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf28 2430a62 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2051a4 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2051a4 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf29 2051a4 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf29 2051a4 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2051a4 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf29 2370a1202 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf29 2370a1202 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf29 2370a1202 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf29 2370a1202 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf29 2370a1202 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Gf29 2370a1202 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2370a1202 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2370a1210 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2370a1210 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf29 2370a1219 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf48 2300a222 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf48 2300a222 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf49 2300a228 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf49 2300a228 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf49 2300a228 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf50 2300a232 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf50 2300a232 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf51 2300a237 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Gf53 2300a244 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf53 2300a244 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf53 2300a244 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Gf53 2300a244 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf53 2300a244 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf53 2300a244 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf53 2300a244 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf54 2300a250 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf56 2300a256 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf56 2300a256 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf57 2300a260 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf59 2300a266 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf59 2300a266 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf59 2300a266 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf59 2300a266 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf59 2300a266 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf60 2300a270 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf63 2300a282 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Gf63 2300a282 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf63 2300a282 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf67 2300a297 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf69 2300a304 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf69 2300a304 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf70 2300a306 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf73 2300a319 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf73 2300a319 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Gf73 2300a319 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gf75 2300a326 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf75 2300a326 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf75 2300a326 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf77 2300a332 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf78 2300a338 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf78 2300a338 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf79 2300a341 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf81 2300a347 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf81 2300a347 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gf81 2300a347 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gf81 2300a347 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gf81 2300a347 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf82 2300a352 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gf83 2300a356 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gf83 2300a356 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gh10 1939a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gh10 1939a17 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Gh10 1939a17 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gh10 1939a17 1 South Appalachian Pentagonal Chert Late Prehistoric
31Gh10 1939a17 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Gh10 1939a17 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Gh10 1939a17 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Gh11 1939a19 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gh11 1939a19 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gh12 1939a24 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Gh12 1939a24 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gh12 1939a24 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gh17 1939a33 1 Guilford Lanceolate Chert Middle Archaic
31Gh17 1939a33 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gh17 1939a33 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Gh17 1939a33 2 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Gh9 1939a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Gh9 1939a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gr11 2423a31 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gr11 2423a31 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Gr11 2423a31 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Gr2 2018a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gr2 2018a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gr2 2018a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Gr2 2018a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Gr2 2018a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Gr2 2018a1 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Gr2 2018a1 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Gr2 2018a1 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gr26 2396a97 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gr26 2396a97 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Gs11 2427a30 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs11 2427a30 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs11 2427a30 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs11 2427a30 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Gs11 2427a30 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Gs11 2427a30 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gs11 2427a62 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs11 2427a62 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gs11 2427a62 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs11 2427a62 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs11 2427a62 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs11 2427a62 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs11 2427a62 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs12 2427a68 1 Gypsy Stemmed Jasper Late Archaic
31Gs12 2427a68 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs12 2427a68 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs12 2427a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gs12 2427a68 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs12 2427a68 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Gs12 2427a68 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gs13 2427a78 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs14 2427a30 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs14 2427a30 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs15 2427a84 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gs2 2427a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs2 2427a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs2 2427a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs2 2427a2 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs20 2427a107 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs20 2427a107 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Gs22 2427a122 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs22 2427a122 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs22 2427a122 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Gs22 2427a122 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs22 2427a122 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs26 2427a153 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs26 2427a153 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs26 2427a153 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gs26 2427a153 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs26 2427a153 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs26 2427a153 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gs27 2427a158 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs27 2427a158 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Gs27 2427a158 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs27 2427a158 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs29 2087a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs29 2087a9 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Gs3 2427a6 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs3 2427a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs3 2427a6 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs3 2427a6 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs3 2427a6 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs3 2427a6 19 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Gs4 2427a14 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Crystal Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
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31Gs4 2427a14 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Crystal Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Gs4 2427a14 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 1 St. Albans Side-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gs4 2427a14 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Gs4 2427a14 2 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 2 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 2 St. Albans Side-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 3 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Gs4 2427a14 3 St. Albans Side-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 4 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 5 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 5 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gs4 2427a14 5 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 6 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gs4 2427a14 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gs4 2427a14 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gs4 2427a14 7 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 8 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 9 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 9 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 10 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 12 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 14 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 15 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 19 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 21 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs4 2427a14 36 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gs5 2427a30 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs5 2427a30 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs5 2427a30 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs5 2427a30 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs6 2427a42 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Gs6 2427a42 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gs6 2427a42 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gs6 2427a42 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gs6 2427a42 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gs6 2427a42 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv14 2191a8 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv14 2191a8 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gv14 2191a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gv14 2191a8 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv14 2191a8 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Gv14 2191a8 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv14 2191a8 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv15 2191a15 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gv15 2191a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv15 2191a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gv16 2191a17 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv17 2191a20 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gv17 2191a20 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
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31Gv17 2191a20 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gv17 2191a20 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv17 2191a20 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gv17 2191a20 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv21 2191a33 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gv21 2191a33 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Gv22 2191a36 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gv22 2191a36 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv22 2191a36 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv24 2191a41 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv25 2191a46 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Gv25 2191a46 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Gv25 2191a46 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv26 2191a50 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Gv27 2191a52 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gv27 2191a52 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Gv27 2191a52 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv27 2191a52 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Gv28 2191a55 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gv28 2191a55 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv29 2191a57 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Gv30 2191a59 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv42 2308a529 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gv43 2308a532 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv5 2050a3 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Gv5 2050a3 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv54 2409a68 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv7 2191a70 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv7 2191a70 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv8 2191a67 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Gv8 2191a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Gv8 2191a67 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Gv8 2191a67 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hf1 2321a1074 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hf1 2321a1074 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hf1 2321a1074 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hf1 2321a1074 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf1 696a10 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hf1 696a10 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf1 696a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hf1 696a18 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf1 696a5 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf1 696a5 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hf1 696a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf1 696a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf1 696a5 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hf1 696a5 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hf1 696a5 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf10 723a5 1 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf10 723a5 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hf10 723a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hf10 723a5 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf10 723a5 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hf10 723a5 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf10 723a5 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hf11 2321a1082 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf11 724a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf11 724a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hf12 2321a1092 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf12 2321a1092 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Hf12 2321a1092 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hf12 725a3 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf12 725a3 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hf13 726a5 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hf13 726a5 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hf13 726a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf13 726a5 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf15 789a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hf23 2321a1130 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hf23 2321a1130 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1130 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf23 2321a1130 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hf23 2321a1130 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartzite Early Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1130 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1130 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hf23 2321a1130 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf23 2321a1130 8 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hf23 2321a1148 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf23 2321a1148 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf23 2321a1148 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf23 2321a1148 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hf24 2321a1158 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hf24 2321a1158 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hf24 2321a1158 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hf24 2321a1158 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf24 2321a1158 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf26 2321a1169 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf29 2321a1192 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hf31 2321a1202 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hf32 2321a1211 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf33 2321a1214 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hf33 2321a1223 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf35 2321a1233 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf35 2321a1233 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf36 2321a1244 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hf37 2321a1253 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf37 2321a1253 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf37 2321a1258 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hf37 2321a1258 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hf37 2321a1258 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf38 2321a1264 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf4 717a3 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hf4 717a3 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf4 717a3 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf4 717a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hf4 717a3 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hf4 717a3 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf5 718a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hf5 718a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Hf5 718a2 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hf5 718a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf5 718a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf5 718a2 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hf6 719a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hf6 719a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hf6 719a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf6 719a5 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hf6 719a5 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf6 719a5 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hf8 721a4 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hf8 721a4 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hf8 721a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hf8 721a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hf8 721a4 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hf8 721a4 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hf8 721a4 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hf9 722a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hf9 722a2 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hf9 722a2 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn11 1934a34 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn11 1934a34 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Hn11 1934a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn11 1934a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hn11 1934a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn11 1934a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hn11 1934a34 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hn11 1934a34 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hn12 1934a38 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn12 1934a38 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn17 1934a51 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn17 1934a51 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn18 1934a54 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn19 1934a57 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hn19 1934a57 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn21 1934a61 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn21 1934a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Hn22 1934a63 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn22 1934a63 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hn24 1934a66 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hn24 1934a66 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hn24 1934a66 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hn26 1934a72 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hn27 1934a74 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn28 1934a76 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hn29 1934a77 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Hn3 1934a10 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn3 1934a10 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn3 1934a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn3 1934a10 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hn3 1934a10 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn48 2415a61 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn48 2415a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hn48 2415a61 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Hn5 1934a17 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Hn5 1934a17 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hn5 1934a17 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn5 1934a17 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn7 1934a24 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn7 1934a24 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Hn7 1934a24 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hn70 2318a236 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hn70 2318a236 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hn70 2318a236 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Hn70 2318a236 1 Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hn70 2412a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hn70 2412a85 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hn70 2412a85 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Hn70 2415a65 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn70 2415a65 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hn71 2415a80 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hn71 2415a80 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hn71 2415a80 1 Transylvania Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Hn71 2415a80 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Hn72 2415a86 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hn8 1934a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hn9 1934a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ht65 2368a463 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ht67 2396a102 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw1 1935a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw1 1935a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw10 1935a37 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hw13 1935a40 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw14 1935a45 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hw14 1935a45 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hw14 1935a45 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw14 1935a45 1 Transylvania Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Hw14 1935a45 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hw14 1935a45 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw14 1935a45 8 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw143 2031a4 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw15 1935a48 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw15 1935a48 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw15 1935a48 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hw172 2031a6 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw172 2031a6 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw172 2031a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw172 2031a6 1 Transylvania Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Hw173 1935a34 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw18 1935a51 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw21 1935a54 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw21 1935a54 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw21 1935a54 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw21 1935a54 6 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw42 1935a105 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw5 1935a26 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hw5 1935a26 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw5 1935a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw5 1935a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hw5 1935a26 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw59 1935a143 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hw59 1935a143 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw59 1935a143 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Hw6 1348a6 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hw6 1935a32 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hw6 1935a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw6 1935a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw6 1935a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw6 1935a32 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw6 1935a32 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Hw6 1935a32 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw60 1935a146 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw61 1935a149 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 1935a17 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 1935a21 2 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 1935a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw7 1935a23 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 1935a23 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 1935a23 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 1935a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 1935a23 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hw7 1935a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw7 1935a9 2 Connestee Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 1935a9 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a3452 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3458 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3515 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a3548 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a3643 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3897 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a3897 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a3905 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3919 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3929 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3935 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a3945 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a3952 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3952 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a3952 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a3987 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a3994 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4001 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4001 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4007 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4007 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4007 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4007 2 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4014 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4014 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4014 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4024 2 Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4031 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4031 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4036 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4036 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4041 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4041 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4041 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4041 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4041 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4041 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4041 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4041 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4041 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4047 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4047 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4047 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4047 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4052 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4052 1 Haywood Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
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31Hw7 2093a4052 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4052 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4058 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4058 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4058 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Crystal Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4063 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4063 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4068 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4068 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4068 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4068 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4073 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4073 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4073 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4073 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4073 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4073 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4081 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2093a4090 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw7 2093a4090 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4094 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4094 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4094 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hw7 2093a4094 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2093a4094 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4094 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw7 2093a4103 1 Haywood Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Hw7 2115a3588 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw7 2115a3592 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hw7 2115a3595 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw8 2027a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw8 2027a1 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw8 2027a11 1 Transylvania Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Hw8 2027a14 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hw8 2027a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw8 2027a14 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hw8 2027a14 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Hw8 2027a14 1 Transylvania Triangular Quartzite Early Woodland
31Hw8 2027a14 4 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw8 2027a20 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw8 2027a20 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Hw8 2027a20 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw8 2027a20 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw8 2027a24 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hw8 2027a24 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hw8 2027a34 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hw8 2027a4 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Hw8 2027a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hw8 2027a4 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Hw8 2027a41 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Hw8 2027a9 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hw8 2027a9 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
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31Hx10 628a2 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx10 628a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx10 628a2 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx10 628a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx12 686a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx13 687a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx13 687a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Hx13 687a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx15 689a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hx17 1018a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx17 1018a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx19 2052a1 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx19 2254a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx19 2254a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx19 2254a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx19 2254a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hx19 2318a226 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hx19 2318a226 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Hx19 2318a226 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx24 1164a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx24 1164a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx24 1164a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hx24 1164a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx24 1164a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx24 1164a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx24 1164a17 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx24 1164a22 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx24 1164a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx24 1164a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx24 1164a27 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx24 1164a39 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx24 1164a49 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx24 2436a11 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 2 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx24 2436a11 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx24 2436a11 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx24 2436a11 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx24 2436a11 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx24 2436a11 8 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Hx26 2436a23 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Hx26 2436a23 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx26 2436a23 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx26 2436a23 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 6 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx26 2436a23 9 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx26 2436a23 14 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Quartz Late PaleoIndian
31Hx27 2436a32 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx27 2436a32 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx27 2436a32 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 3 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 3 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 4 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 5 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx27 2436a32 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx27 2436a32 19 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx29 2436a41 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx29 2436a41 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx29 2436a41 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx29 2436a41 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx29 2436a41 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx29 2436a41 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx29 2436a41 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx44 1529a4 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Hx44 1529a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Hx5 617a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx56 2254a25 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hx56 2254a9 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx56 2254a9 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hx56 2254a9 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx56 2254a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx56 2254a9 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartzite Early Archaic
31Hx56 2254a9 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hx56 2254a9 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx56 2254a9 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hx56 2254a9 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx56 2254a9 6 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hx56 2254a9 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hx56 2254a9 10 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hx56 2254a9 12 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx57 2254a30 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx57 2254a30 2 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx58 2254a34 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Hx59 2254a42 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hx7 2422a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hx7 2422a1 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
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31Hx8 1507a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a101 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a101 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a101 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a105 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a105 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a105 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a105 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hx8 620a11 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a11 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a111 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a114 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a118 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a118 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a130 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a130 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a133 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a25 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a29 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a39 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a39 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a39 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a44 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a44 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Hx8 620a44 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a51 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a51 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a51 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx8 620a51 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a6 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a6 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx8 620a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a6 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Hx8 620a6 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Hx8 620a6 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx8 620a6 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Hx8 620a6 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hx8 620a6 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Hx8 620a6 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a6 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a6 7 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a6 9 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx8 620a62 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a72 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a72 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a75 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Hx8 620a77 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Hx8 620a77 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Hx8 620a79 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a79 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a87 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a87 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Hx8 620a90 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Hx8 620a94 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Hx8 620a94 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Hx8 620a94 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Id113 2255a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Id113 2255a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Id113 2255a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Id113 2255a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Id113 2255a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Id113 2255a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Id113 2255a1 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Id113 2255a1 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Id113 2255a1 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Id15 1562a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Id25 1572a3 1 Pisgah Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Id31 1041a3/1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Id31 1041a41 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Id31 1041a46 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Id31 1041a48 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Id31 1041a5 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Id38 1584a10 1 Pisgah Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Id38 1584a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Id38 1584a6 1 Pisgah Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Id4 1551a4 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Id4 1551a4 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Id4 1551a4 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Id4 1551a4 1 Transylvania Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Id4 1551a4 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Id53 1598a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Id92 1637a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jk114 2408a60 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk12 1959a2 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jk12 1959a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Jk12 1959a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jk12 1959a346 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Jk12 1959a349 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Jk12 1959a368 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Jk12 1959a398 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jk12 1959a411 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Jk12 1959a418 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jk12 1959a429 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Jk12 1959a449 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jk12 1959a449 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Jk12 1959a455 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Chert Middle Woodland
31Jk12 1959a458 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk12 1959a84 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jk139 2256a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Jk141 2256a5 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jk141 2256a5 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Jk141 2256a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Jk141 2256a5 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk141 2256a5 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jk144 2415a90 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Jk144 2415a90 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk144 2415a90 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Jk144 2415a90 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk144 2415a90 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Jk144 2415a90 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jk146 2256a30 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jk147 2256a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Jk149 2256a38 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jk149 2256a38 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk149 2256a38 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Jk15 2032a2 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
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31Jk15 2032a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Jk15 2032a2 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Jk15 2032a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Jk15 2032a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jk152 2256a46 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Jk2 2086a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk2 2086a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Jk2 2086a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jk2 2086a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Jk2 2086a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jk22 2032a6 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Jk22 2032a6 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Jk22 2032a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jk22 2032a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Jk23 2032a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jk32 2256a13 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk32 2256a13 2 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jk32 2412a90 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jk32 2412a90 1 Pisgah Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jk32 2412a90 2 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Chert Early Archaic
31Jk32 2412a90 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jk51 1946a57 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Jk51 1946a57 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jn1 2016a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jn1 2016a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Jn1 2016a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jn1 2016a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jn1 2016a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Jn1 2016a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jn1 2016a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jn2 2188a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Jn2 2188a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Jn2 2188a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jn2 2299a484 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jn2 2397a280 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jn2 2397a281 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jn2 2397a315 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jn2 2397a315 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jn2 2397a315 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Jn2 2397a315 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jn2 2397a315 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jn2 2397a315 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jn3 2188a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jn3 2188a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jn3 2188a14 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jn3 2299a489 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Jn3 2397a333 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Indeterminate Archaic (Indet.)
31Jn3 2397a346 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jn4 2188a21 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Jn7 2299a515 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Jn9 2299a527 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jn9 2299a527 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jn9 2299a527 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jn9 2299a527 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jn9 2299a527 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Jt1 2053a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt1 2053a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Jt1 2053a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Jt1 2053a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Jt1 2053a1 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Jt1 2053a1 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt1 2053a1 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jt1 2053a1 5 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jt148 2397a261 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt148 2397a261 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Jt152 2397a269 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Jt152 2397a269 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt152 2397a269 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt152 2397a269 2 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jt16 2396a112 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt182 2399a1562 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jt182 2399a1562 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt182 2399a1562 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jt207 2368a479 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Jt208 2396a123 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt208 2396a123 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jt208 2396a123 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt2 2304a28 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Jasper Early Archaic
31Jt2 2304a28 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Jasper Indeterminate
31Jt2 2304a28 2 Badin Crude Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Jt2 2304a28 2 Caraway Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Jt2 2304a28 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Jt2 2304a28 6 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jt2 2304a28 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt2 2304a40 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Jt2 2304a40 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Jt2 2397a219 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt2 2397a220 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Jt5 2304a48 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jt5 2304a48 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jt5 2396a106 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Jt66 2397a232 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt66 2397a232 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Jt66 2397a232 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt66 2397a232 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt66 2397a232 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Jt67 2397a244 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Jt67 2397a244 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Jt68 2397a253 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Le12 2411a18 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Le12 2411a18 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Le12 2411a18 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Le13 2411a24 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Le13 2411a24 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Le15 2411a32 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ln19 1814a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ln19 1814a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Ln19 1814a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ln19 1814a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a11 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a15 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Lr1 1960a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a15 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a15 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a19 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a19 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a25 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a32 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Lr1 1960a32 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a32 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a32 6 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a41 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a41 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Lr1 1960a41 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a41 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a45 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a5 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a57 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a57 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a61 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a69 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr1 1960a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 1960a73 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Lr1 1960a73 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr1 1960a73 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 2013a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Lr1 2013a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Lr1 2013a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Lr1 2013a1 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr1 2013a1 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr1 2013a1 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr1 2013a1 5 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr1 2423a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr1 2423a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Lr10 2013a28 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr10 2013a28 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr10 2013a28 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Lr10 2013a28 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr10 2013a28 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr10 2013a28 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr11 2013a30 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr11 2013a30 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr11 2013a30 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr11 2013a30 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr11 2013a30 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr11 2013a30 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Lr11 2013a30 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr11 2013a30 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr11 2013a30 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr11 2014a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr11 2014a4 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr11 2423a7 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr12 2013a37 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr14 2013a39 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr14 2013a39 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr14 2013a39 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Lr14 2013a39 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Lr15 2013a42 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr15 2013a42 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr15 2013a42 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr15 2013a42 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr15 2013a42 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr16 2013a46 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr16 2013a46 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr17 2013a48 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr17 2013a48 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr17 2013a48 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr18 2013a51 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr18 2013a51 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr18 2013a51 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr18 2013a51 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr18 2013a51 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Lr18 2013a51 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr18 2013a51 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Lr18 2013a51 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr19 2013a53 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr2 2013a9 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr2 2013a9 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr2 2013a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr2 2013a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Lr22 2013a57 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Crystal Late Prehistoric
31Lr22 2013a57 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr22 2013a57 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr22 2013a57 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr24 2013a62 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr25 2013a64 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Lr25 2013a64 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr25 2013a64 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr25 2013a64 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Lr25 2013a64 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr26 2013a68 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr26 2013a68 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr26 2013a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr26 2013a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr27 2013a70 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr27 2013a70 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr27 2013a70 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Lr27 2013a70 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr27 2013a77 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr27 2013a77 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr27 2013a77 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr3 2013a11 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Lr3 2013a11 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartzite Early Archaic
31Lr3 2013a11 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr3 2013a11 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr30 2013a78 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr32 2013a82 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Lr32 2013a82 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr32 2013a82 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr34 2013a86 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr36 2013a89 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr40 2013a94 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr40 2013a94 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr40 2013a94 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Lr40 2013a94 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr43 2013a98 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr43 2013a98 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
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31Lr43 2013a98 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Lr43 2013a98 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr43 2013a98 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr43 2013a98 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Lr44 2013a101 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr44 2013a101 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Lr44 2013a101 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr44 2013a101 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr45 2013a102 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr47 2013a104 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr49 2013a107 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr49 2013a107 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr49 2013a107 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr5 2013a16 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr50 2013a109 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr52 2013a112 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr52 2013a112 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr53 2013a114 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr53 2013a114 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr53 2013a114 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr55 2423a21 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Lr56 2423a24 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr7 2013a19 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Lr9 2013a24 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 2 Kirk Serrated Quartz Early Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Lr9 2013a24 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Lr9 2013a24 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Lr9 2013a24 8 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ma101 2025a241 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma102 2025a245 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Ma102 2025a245 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma103 2025a248 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma104 2415a115 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ma104 2415a115 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma105 2025a251 2 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma106 2025a254 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma106 2025a254 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma109 2025a261 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma109 2025a261 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma109 2025a261 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ma109 2025a261 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma109 2025a261 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma11 2415a103 1 Connestee Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Ma11 2415a103 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma110 2025a264 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma111 2025a267 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma113 2025a273 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma114 2025a275 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma114 2025a275 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma115 2025a278 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma115 2025a278 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma115 2025a278 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chalcedony Middle Archaic
31Ma115 2025a278 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma115 2025a278 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma115 2025a278 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Ma115 2025a278 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma116 2025a281 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma117 2025a284 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ma117 2025a284 2 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma12 2025a39 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ma12 2025a39 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Ma121 2025a294 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma121 2025a294 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma122 2025a297 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma123 2025a301 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma124 2025a303 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma127 2025a310 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma127 2025a310 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Ma127 2025a310 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ma127 2025a310 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Ma127 2025a310 2 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma127 2025a310 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma127 2025a310 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma127 2025a310 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma128 2025a313 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma130 2098a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma143 2415a120 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma143 2415a120 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Ma143 2415a120 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma143 2415a120 2 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ma148 2415a134 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma148 2415a134 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma148 2415a134 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ma148 2415a134 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Ma148 2415a134 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma149 2415a143 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma15 1951a1 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Ma15 2025a42 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma16 2025a46 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma16 2025a46 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma16 2025a46 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma16 2025a46 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma16 2025a46 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma16 2025a46 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma165 2368a130 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Chert Middle Woodland
31Ma2 2009a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma20 2025a53 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ma20 2025a53 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma26 2025a63 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Ma26 2025a63 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma30 1243a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ma37 2025a74 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma37 2025a74 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma37 2025a74 2 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma37 2025a74 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Connestee Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma3 2025a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma3 2025a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma3 2025a11 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma3 2025a11 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Ma42 2025a80 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ma44 2025a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma48 2025a90 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma5 2025a27 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Ma5 2025a27 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ma5 2025a27 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma52 2025a93 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma54 2025a100 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma56 2025a105 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma57 2025a109 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma57 2025a109 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma57 2025a109 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma57 2025a109 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma61 2025a119 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma61 2025a119 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Ma61 2025a119 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma62 2025a121 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma62 2025a121 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma63 2025a125 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma63 2025a125 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma64 2025a127 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma64 2025a127 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma64 2025a127 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma64 2025a127 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma68 2025a133 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma71 2025a142 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma71 2025a142 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma71 2025a142 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma73 2025a156 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Ma73 2025a156 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma73 2025a156 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ma73 2025a156 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Ma73 2025a156 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma73 2025a156 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Ma73 2025a156 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma73 2025a156 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma74 2025a162 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma75 2025a166 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma75 2025a166 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Ma75 2025a166 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Chert Middle Woodland
31Ma77 2025a172 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma77 2025a172 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Ma77 2025a172 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ma77 2025a172 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma77 2025a172 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma77 2025a172 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma77 2025a175 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma77 2025a175 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma79 2025a178 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma79 2025a178 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma81 2025a186 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma81 2025a186 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma83 2025a195 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Ma83 2025a195 1 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Ma83 2025a195 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ma83 2025a195 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ma83 2025a195 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma86 2025a200 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Ma87 2025a202 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma88 2025a203 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
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31Ma88 2025a203 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Ma88 2025a203 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Ma91 2025a212 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ma92 2025a214 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma94 2025a220 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ma95 2025a223 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Ma96 2025a228 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ma96 2025a228 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Ma96 2025a228 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mc39 2431a6 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mc39 2431a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mc39 2431a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mc39 2431a6 1 Uwharrie Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Mc40 2431a13 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Mc40 2431a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Mc41 2408a64 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mc41 2412a98 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mc41 2412a98 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mc6 2054a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Mc8 2135a33 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Mc8 2135a33 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Mc8 2135a33 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chalcedony Indeterminate
31Mc8 2135a33 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mc8 2135a33 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mc8 2135a33 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Mc8 2135a33 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Mc8 2135a33 2 Madison Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Mc8 2135a33 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Mc8 2135a33 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Mc8 2135a33 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mc8 2135a33 6 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mc9 2135a37 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mc9 2135a37 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Md3 2099a1 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Md3 2099a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Md3 2099a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Md4 2099a5 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Md4 2099a5 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Md4 2099a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Md4 2099a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Md4 2099a5 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Chert Middle Woodland
31Md4 2099a5 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Md4 2099a5 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Md6 2099a9 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Md6 2099a9 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Md6 2099a9 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Md6 2099a9 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Md6 2099a9 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Md6 2099a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Md6 2099a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Md6 2099a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Md108 2396a136 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Md108 2396a136 1 Haywood Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Md108 2396a136 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Md109 2396a144 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Md111 2396a149 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Md111 2396a149 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mg1 2058a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg1 2058a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg1 2058a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
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31Mg1 2058a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg1 2058a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mg1 2058a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg1 2058a1 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg1 2058a1 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg1 2058a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg1 2107a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg1 2107a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg1 2107a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg1 2107a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg10 2058a21 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg10 2058a21 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg10 2058a21 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg10 2058a21 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg10 2058a21 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg10 2058a21 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg101 2101a63 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg101 2101a63 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg101 2101a63 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg101 2101a63 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg101 2101a63 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg101 2101a63 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg101 2257a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg103 2101a65 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mg103 2101a65 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg103 2101a65 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg103 2101a65 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg104 2101a69 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mg104 2101a69 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mg105 2101a72 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg105 2101a72 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg106 2101a78 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg106 2101a78 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg106 2101a78 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg106 2101a78 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg106 2101a78 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg109 2058a110 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg109 2058a110 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg109 2058a110 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg11 2058a25 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Mg11 2058a25 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg11 2058a25 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg11 2058a25 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg11 2058a25 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg110 2058a116 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg110 2058a116 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg110 2058a116 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg111 2058a112 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg111 2058a112 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg111 2058a112 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg12 2058a31 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg12 2058a31 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg12 2058a31 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Mg120 2257a25 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg14 2101a41 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Mg14 2101a41 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg14 2101a41 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg14 2101a41 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg17 2107a4 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg17 2107a4 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg17 2107a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mg17 2107a4 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg17 2107a4 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg17 2107a4 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg18 2107a6 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg18 2107a6 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg18 2107a6 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg19 2107a9 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg19 2107a9 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg19 2107a9 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg20 2107a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg20 2107a13 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg20 2107a13 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg22 2058a34 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2058a34 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2058a34 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 2058a34 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 2101a54 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Mg22 2101a54 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg22 2101a54 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mg22 2101a54 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2257a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2257a1 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Mg22 2257a11 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg22 2257a11 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2257a6 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2257a6 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2401a16 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2401a16 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2408a103 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2408a108 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2408a108 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2408a77 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2408a77 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2408a82 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2408a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2408a94 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 2415a148 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg22 2415a148 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg22 2415a148 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2415a148 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2415a168 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2415a175 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2415a178 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg22 2415a178 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 2415a178 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 2415a189 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Mg22 2415a195 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg22 2415a195 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 2415a195 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg22 2415a200 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg22 301a104 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 301a104 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Mg22 301a104 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg22 301a104 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg22 301a109 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Crystal Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 301a109 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 301a109 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg22 889a6 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg24 2368a134 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg29 2058a47 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg29 2058a47 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mg29 2058a47 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg29 2058a47 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg29 2058a47 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg3 2368a485 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg3 2368a485 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg31 2058a51 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg31 2058a51 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg31 2058a51 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg31 2058a51 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg37 2058a55 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg37 2058a55 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg37 2058a55 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg37 2058a55 4 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg37 2058a55 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg37 2058a55 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg37 2107a17 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg37 2410a167 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg37a 2368a140 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg37b 2368a143 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg4 2058a6 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg4 2058a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg4 2058a6 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg4 2058a6 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg4 2058a6 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 2058a6 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg4 2058a6 22 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg4 955-1a1 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg4 955-1a1 7 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a1 8 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a11 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg4 955-1a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg4 955-1a17 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a22 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a22 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a25 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg4 955-1a25 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg4 955-1a25 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg4 955-1a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg4 955-1a5 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg4 955-1a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Mg42 2058a62 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg42 2058a62 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg42 2058a62 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg42 2058a62 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
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31Mg42 2058a62 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg42 2058a62 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg42 2058a62 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg44 2058a66 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg44 2058a66 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg44 2058a66 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg44 2058a66 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg5 2058a11 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg5 2058a11 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Mg5 2058a11 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg5 2058a11 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg5 2058a11 7 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg5 2058a11 10 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg5 2058a11 26 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg58 2058a72 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg58 2058a72 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg58 2058a72 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg60 911a2 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg79 2101a61 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg79 2101a61 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg79 2101a61 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg79 2101a61 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg79 2101a61 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg79 2101a61 4 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg82 956-1a6 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg82 956-1a6 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg82 956-1a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg84 958-1a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg84 958-1a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg84 958-1a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg84 958-1a1 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg84 958-1a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg84 958-1a1 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg84 958-1a1 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg86 2058a76 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg86 2058a76 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg87 2058a80 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mg87 2058a80 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 7 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 15 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg87 2058a80 17 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg87 2058a80 91 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg88 2058a88 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg88 2058a88 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg88 2058a88 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg88 2058a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg88 2058a88 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg88 2058a88 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Mg89 2058a93 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg89 2058a95 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg89 2058a95 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg89 2058a95 20 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg90 2058a95 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Mg90 2058a95 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg90 2058a95 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg90 2058a95 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mg94 2058a99 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Mg94 2058a99 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Mg94 2058a99 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg94 2058a99 19 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mg99 2058a103 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Mg99 2058a103 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Mg99 2058a103 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mg99 2058a103 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mg99 2058a103 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mk109 2368a487 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mk110 2368a491 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mk110 2368a491 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Mk110 2368a491 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mk110 2368a491 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mk632 2447a109 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mk637 2447a126 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mk638 2447a131 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mk638 2447a131 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mk640 2447a151 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Mk641 2447a158 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mk53 1880a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Mk62 1889a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Mk82 1909a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ml3 1172a5 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Ml3 1940a10 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ml3 1940a101 1 St. Albans Side-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Ml3 1940a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ml3 1940a2 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Ml3 1940a38 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ml3 1940a40 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Ml3 1940a40 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Ml3 1940a63 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ml3 1940a68 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ml3 1940a73 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Ml3 1940a91 1 Garden Creek Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Mr27 2410a173 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mr27 2410a173 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mr3 2056a18 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mr3 2056a18 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mr4 2056a16 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mr5 2056a20 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Mr5 2056a20 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mr5 2056a20 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Mr6 2056a4 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Mr6 2056a4 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Mr6 2056a4 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
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31Mr6 2056a4 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Mr6 2056a4 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Nh14 2261a8 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Nh28 2333a133 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Nh28 2333a133 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Nh28 2399a741 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Nh586 2399a774 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Nh595 2397a387 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np10 632a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np11 633a3 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np11 633a3 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np11 633a3 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np12 634a2 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np12 634a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np12 634a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np12 634a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np13 635a3 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np13 635a3 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np13 635a3 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np13 635a3 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np14 636a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np14 636a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Np14 636a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Np14 636a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np14 636a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Np14 636a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np15 637a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Np15 637a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np15 637a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np15 637a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Np15 637a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np15 637a2 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Np15 637a2 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np16 638a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np17 639a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np17 639a2 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np18 640a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np18 640a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Np18 640a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Np18 640a2 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Np19 641a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np19 641a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Np19 641a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np19 641a2 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np19 641a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np19 641a2 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np2 623a19 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Np2 623a2 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np2 623a2 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Np2 623a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Np2 623a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np2 623a23 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np2 623a9 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np2 623a9 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np2 623a9 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np2 623a9 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np2 623a9 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Np21 643a2 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np21 643a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np21 643a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
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31Np21 643a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np22 644a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np22 644a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Np22 644a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np24 646a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np25 647a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np28 650a3 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np28 650a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np28 650a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np29 651a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np29 651a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Np29 651a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np29 651a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Np29 651a2 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np29 651a2 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np29 651a2 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np3 624a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Np3 624a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np30 652a3 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np30 652a3 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Np30 652a3 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np30 652a3 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np30 652a3 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Np30 652a3 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np30 652a3 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np32 654a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np34 656a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np34 656a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np34 656a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Np35 657a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np36 658a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Np36 658a2 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np37 659a3 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np37 659a3 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Np37 659a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np37 659a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np39 661a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np40 662a3 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Np40 662a3 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np41 663a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np41 663a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np41 663a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np43 665a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np43 665a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Np43 665a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np44 666a2 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np45 667a2 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np46 668a3 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Np46 668a3 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Np46 668a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Np46 668a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np46 668a3 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np46 668a3 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
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31Np46 668a3 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np46 668a3 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Np48 670a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np50 672a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np52 674a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np52 674a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Np53 675a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Np53 675a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np53 675a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np54 676a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np54 676a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np55 677a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np55 677a2 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Np55 677a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np56 679a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np56 679a2 5 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np56 679a2 6 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np57 680a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np57 680a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np58 681a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np58 681a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np58 682a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np58 682a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Np59 683a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np59 683a2 4 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np61 684a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np61 684a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np62 685a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np62 685a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np62 685a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Np63 730a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Np63 730a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Np63 730a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Np63 730a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Np63 730a2 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Np63 730a2 5 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np63 730a2 12 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Np7 629a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Np77 1549a3 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np8 630a2 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Np8 630a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Np8 630a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Np8 630a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Np9 631a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ns16 2318a248 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ns16 2318a248 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Ns25 2368a178 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ns3 2262a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ns3 2262a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Ns3 2262a5 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Ns37 2436a49 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Ns37 2436a49 14 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On11 2131a30 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On12 2131a36 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On12 2131a36 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On12 2185a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On12 2185a13 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On12 2304a64 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31On13 2185a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On13 2304a67 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
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31On141 2397a749 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31On141 2397a749 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On141 2397a749 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31On141 2397a749 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On141 2397a749 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On141 2397a749 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On145 2299a752 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On145 2299a752 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On15 2131a49 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On15 2185a18 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On15 2397a418 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31On159 2299a802 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31On16 2131a58 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On16 2185a22 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On16 2185a22 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31On16 2299a569 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On16 2304a73 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31On16 2397a422 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On160 2397a757 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On161 2397a1046 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On161 2397a1046 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On174 2299a921 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31On186 2299a962 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On192 2399a829 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On192 2399a829 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31On194 2299a1061 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31On195 2399a839 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31On195 2399a839 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On199 2397a818 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On199 2397a818 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On199 2397a818 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On20 2185a30 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31On201 2397a836 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On202 2397a842 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On204 2397a847 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On204 2397a847 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On206 2397a852 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31On206 2397a852 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On207 2397a856 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On208 2397a858 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31On208 2397a858 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31On208 2397a858 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On208 2397a858 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On208 2397a858 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31On208 2397a858 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On216 2397a907 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On216 2397a907 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On217 2397a915 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On218 2397a921 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On218 2397a921 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31On218 2397a921 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On22 2131a86 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On220 2397a933 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31On224 2397a949 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On232 2397a982 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On236 2398a217 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On236 2399a858 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On237 2399a878 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On237 2399a886 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On239 2399a908 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
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31On241 2399a915 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On241 2399a915 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On244 2397a1002 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On244 2399a926 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On244 2399a926 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On247 2399a967 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On258 2399a1043 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On260 2399a1053 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31On269 2399a1074 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On275 2399a1095 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On277 2399a1103 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On283 2397a1037 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On291 2399a1115 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On295 2399a1123 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On295 2399a1123 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On295 2399a1123 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On296 2399a1130 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On297 2399a1135 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On31 2185a33 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On31 2185a33 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31On31 2185a33 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31On31 2185a33 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On31 2299a851 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On33 2185a38 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On33 2185a38 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On33 2299a579 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On33 2397a493 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On33 2397a503 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On34 2131a124 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On34 2183a47 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On34 2185a47 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31On34 2185a47 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On34 2185a47 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On34 2185a47 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On37 2299a12 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31On37 2299a188 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31On37 2304a93 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On37 2304a93 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31On37 2304a93 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31On37 2304a93 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On37 2304a93 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On37 2304a93 4 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On37 2397a513 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On37 2397a530 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31On37 2397a536 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On37 2397a536 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On37 2397a559 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31On37 2397a559 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On37 2397a559 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On37 2397a559 7 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On38 2183a53 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On38 2304a102 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31On38 2397a577 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On38 2399a807 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On41 2185a54 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On41 2185a54 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On41 2185a54 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartzite Early Archaic
31On41 2185a54 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On41 2185a54 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On46 2185a55 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31On48 2185a68 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31On48 2185a68 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On48 2185a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On48 2185a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On48 2185a68 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On48 2304a104 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On48 2304a104 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31On49 2185a74 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31On49 2185a74 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31On49 2185a74 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31On49 2185a74 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On49 2185a74 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On49 2185a74 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31On49 2185a74 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On49 2185a74 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On49 2185a74 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31On49 2185a74 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On49 2185a74 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On49 2185a74 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On49 2185a74 13 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On49 2299a17 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31On49 2299a309 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On49 2299a309 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On49 2299a372 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On49 2304a107 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On49 2304a107 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On49 2304a107 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On49 2304a107 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On49 2304a107 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On49 2304a107 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31On49 2304a107 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On49 2304a107 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On49 2304a107 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On49 2304a107 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On49 2304a107 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On49 2397a588 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On49 2397a588 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On49 2397a588 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On49 2397a588 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On5 2131a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On50 2185a83 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On50 2185a83 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On50 2185a83 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On51 2185a87 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On51 2185a87 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On51 2185a87 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On51 2185a87 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31On51 2185a87 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31On51 2185a87 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On51 2185a87 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On52 2185a93 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31On60 2185a168 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On61 2185a176 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On65 2185a198 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On65 2185a198 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On67 2185a208 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31On67 2185a208 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On67 2185a208 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On67 2185a208 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On67 2299a198 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
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31On67 2299a613 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On67 2399a631 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On7 2185a3 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31On7 2185a3 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31On71 2185a226 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31On77 2304a125 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31On82 2299a27 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On85 2299a215 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31On92 2299a232 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On92 2397a694 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On92 2397a694 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On92 2397a694 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31On92 2397a694 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31On92 2397a694 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31On92 2397a694 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31On92 2397a694 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31On92 2397a694 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31On92 2397a694 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31On92 2397a694 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31On92 2397a694 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or10 1031-1a4 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or10 1031-1a4 27 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or100 2297a97 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or100 2297a97 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or100 2297a97 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or100 2297a97 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or100 2297a97 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or100 2297a97 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or100 2297a97 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or100 2297a97 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or100 2297a97 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or100 2297a97 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or100 2297a97 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or100 2297a97 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or100 2297a97 8 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or101 2297a99 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or101 2297a99 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or101 2297a99 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or101 2297a99 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or101 2297a99 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or101 2297a99 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or102 2297a101 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or102 2297a101 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or102 2297a101 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or102 2297a101 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or102 2297a101 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or103 2297a103 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or103 2297a103 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
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31Or103 2297a103 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or103 2297a103 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or103 2297a103 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or103 2297a103 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or103 2297a103 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or104 2297a106 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or104 2297a106 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or104 2297a106 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or104 2297a106 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or104 2297a106 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or104 2297a106 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or104 2297a106 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or104 2297a106 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or104 2297a106 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or105 2297a108 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or105 2297a108 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or105 2297a108 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or105 2297a108 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or105 2297a108 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or105 2297a108 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or105 2297a108 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 4 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or105 2297a108 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 6 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or105 2297a108 12 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 13 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 18 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 27 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or105 2297a108 58 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or106 2297a111 1 Badin Crude Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Or106 2297a111 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or106 2297a111 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or106 2297a111 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or106 2297a111 2 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or106 2297a111 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or106 2297a111 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or106 2297a111 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
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31Or106 2297a111 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or106 2297a111 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or106 2297a111 3 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or106 2297a111 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or106 2297a111 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or106 2297a111 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or106 2297a111 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or106 2297a111 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or106 2297a111 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 8 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or106 2297a111 9 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or106 2297a111 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 12 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 13 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 15 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 15 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 17 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 19 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or106 2297a111 22 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or107 2297a113 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or107 2297a113 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or107 2297a113 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or107 2297a113 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or107 2297a113 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or107 2297a113 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or107 2297a113 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or107 2297a113 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or108 2297a116 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or108 2297a116 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or108 2297a116 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or108 2297a116 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or108 2297a116 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or108 2297a116 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or109 2297a119 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or109 2297a119 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Or109 2297a119 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or109 2297a119 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Or109 2297a119 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or109 2297a119 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or109 2297a119 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or109 2297a119 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or109 2297a119 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or109 2297a119 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or109 2297a119 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or109 2297a119 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or109 2297a119 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or109 2297a119 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or109 2297a119 5 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or109 2297a119 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or109 2297a119 8 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or109 2297a119 17 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or109 2297a119 26 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or11 2370a170 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or110 2297a122 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or110 2297a122 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or111 2297a123 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or111 2297a123 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or111 2297a123 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or111 2297a123 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or111 2297a123 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or111 2297a123 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or112 2297a125 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or112 2297a125 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Or112 2297a125 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or112 2297a125 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or112 2297a125 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or112 2297a125 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or112 2297a125 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or112 2297a125 11 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or113 2297a126 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or113 2297a126 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or113 2297a126 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or113 2297a126 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or113 2297a126 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or114 2297a128 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or114 2297a128 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or114 2297a128 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or114 2297a128 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or114 2297a128 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or114 2297a128 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or114 2297a128 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or114 2297a128 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or114 2297a128 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or114 2297a128 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or114 2297a128 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or114 2297a128 14 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or115 2297a130 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or115 2297a130 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or115 2297a130 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Or115 2297a130 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or115 2297a130 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or115 2297a130 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or115 2297a130 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or115 2297a130 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or115 2297a130 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or115 2297a130 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or115 2297a130 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or116 2297a132 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or116 2297a132 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or116 2297a132 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or116 2297a132 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or117 2297a134 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Or117 2297a134 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or117 2297a134 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or117 2297a134 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or117 2297a134 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or117 2297a134 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Or117 2297a134 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or117 2297a134 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or117 2297a134 2 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 4 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or117 2297a134 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 5 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or117 2297a134 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or117 2297a134 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or117 2297a134 10 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 17 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 18 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or117 2297a134 30 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or117 2297a134 31 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or118 2297a137 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31Or118 2297a138 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or118 2297a138 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or118 2297a138 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or118 2297a138 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or118 2297a138 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or118 2297a138 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or118 2297a138 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or118 2297a138 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or118 2297a138 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or118 2297a138 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or118 2297a138 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or119 2297a140 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or119 2297a140 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or119 2297a140 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or119 2297a140 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or119 2297a140 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or119 2297a140 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or119 2297a140 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or119 2297a140 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or119 2297a140 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or119 2297a140 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or12 327a3 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or120 2297a142 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or120 2297a142 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or120 2297a143 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
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31Or120 2297a143 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or120 2297a143 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or120 2297a143 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or120 2297a143 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or120 2297a143 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or120 2297a143 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or120 2297a143 5 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 24 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or120 2297a143 28 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or121 2297a145 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or121 2297a145 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or121 2297a145 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or121 2297a145 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or121 2297a145 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or121 2297a145 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or121 2297a145 6 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 11 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 13 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or121 2297a145 25 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or122 2297a148 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or122 2297a148 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or122 2297a148 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or122 2297a148 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or122 2297a148 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or122 2297a148 2 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or122 2297a148 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or122 2297a148 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or122 2297a148 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or122 2297a148 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or122 2297a148 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 12 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or122 2297a148 30 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or123 2297a151 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or123 2297a151 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or123 2297a151 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or123 2297a151 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or123 2297a151 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or123 2297a151 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or123 2297a151 2 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or123 2297a151 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or123 2297a151 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Or123 2297a151 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or123 2297a151 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 13 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 13 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or123 2297a151 18 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or123 2297a154 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or123 2297a154 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or123 2297a154 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or123 2297a154 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or123 2297a154 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or123 2297a154 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or125 2297a156 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or125 2297a156 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or125 2297a156 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or125 2297a156 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or125 2297a156 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or125 2297a156 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or125 2297a156 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or126 2297a158 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31Or126 2297a158 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or126 2297a158 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or127 2297a161 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or127 2297a161 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or127 2297a161 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or127 2297a161 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or127 2297a161 14 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or128 2297a164 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or128 2297a164 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or128 2297a164 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or128 2297a164 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or128 2297a164 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or128 2297a164 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or128 2297a164 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or128 2297a164 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or128 2297a164 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or128 2297a164 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or128 2297a164 9 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or128 2297a164 34 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or129 2297a167 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or129 2297a167 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or129 2297a167 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or129 2297a167 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or129 2297a167 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or129 2297a167 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or129 2297a167 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or129 2297a167 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or129 2297a167 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or13 2088a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or130 2297a171 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Or130 2297a171 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or130 2297a171 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Or130 2297a171 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or130 2297a171 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or130 2297a171 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or130 2297a171 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or130 2297a171 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or130 2297a171 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or130 2297a171 8 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or130 2297a171 26 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or131 2297a173 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or131 2297a173 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or131 2297a173 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or131 2297a173 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or131 2297a173 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or131 2297a173 15 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or132 2297a174 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or132 2297a174 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or132 2297a174 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or132 2297a174 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or132 2297a174 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or133 2297a179 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or133 2297a179 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or133 2297a179 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or133 2297a179 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or134 2297a180 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or134 2297a180 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or134 2297a180 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or134 2297a180 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or134 2297a180 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or135 2297a182 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or135 2297a182 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or135 2297a182 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or136 2297a161 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or136 2297a184 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or136 2297a184 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or137 2297a188 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or137 2297a188 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or137 2297a188 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or137 2297a188 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or137 2297a188 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or137 2297a188 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or137 2297a188 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or137 2297a188 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or137 2297a188 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or137 2297a188 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or138 2297a192 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or138 2297a192 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or138 2297a192 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or138 2297a192 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or138 2297a192 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or138 2297a192 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Or138 2297a192 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or138 2297a192 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or138 2297a192 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or138 2297a192 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 5 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or138 2297a192 12 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 13 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 20 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or138 2297a192 23 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or139 2297a194 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or139 2297a194 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or139 2297a194 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Or139 2297a194 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or139 2297a194 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or139 2297a194 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or140 2297a196 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or140 2297a196 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or140 2297a196 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or140 2297a196 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 4 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or140 2297a196 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or140 2297a196 20 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or141 2297a198 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or141 2297a198 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or141 2297a198 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or141 2297a198 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or141 2297a198 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or141 2297a198 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or141 2297a198 14 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or142 2297a200 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or142 2297a200 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or142 2297a200 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or142 2297a200 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or142 2297a200 10 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or142 2297a200 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or142 2297a200 21 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or143 2297a203 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or143 2297a203 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or143 2297a203 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or143 2297a203 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or143 2297a203 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or144 2297a207 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or144 2297a207 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or144 2297a207 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or144 2297a207 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or144 2297a207 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or144 2297a207 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or144 2297a207 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or144 2297a207 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or144 2297a207 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or144 2297a207 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or144 2297a207 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or145 2297a211 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Or145 2297a211 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or145 2297a211 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or145 2297a211 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or145 2297a211 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or146 2297a214 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or146 2297a214 1 Kirk Stemmed Quartz Early Archaic
31Or146 2297a214 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or146 2297a214 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or146 2297a214 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or146 2297a214 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or147 2297a217 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or147 2297a217 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or147 2297a217 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or147 2297a217 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or147 2297a217 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or148 2297a219 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or148 2297a219 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or148 2297a219 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or148 2297a219 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or148 2297a219 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or148 2297a219 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or149 2297a224 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or149 2297a224 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or149 2297a224 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or150 2297a227 1 Hardaway Blade Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Or150 2297a228 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or150 2297a228 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or150 2297a228 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or150 2297a228 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or150 2297a228 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or150 2297a228 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or150 2297a228 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or150 2297a228 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or150 2297a228 9 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or150 2297a228 13 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or150 2297a228 26 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or151 2297a232 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or151 2297a232 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or151 2297a232 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or151 2297a232 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or151 2297a232 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or151 2297a232 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or151 2297a232 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or151 2297a232 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or151 2297a232 17 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or152 2297a238 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or152 2297a238 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or152 2297a238 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or152 2297a238 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or152 2297a238 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or152 2297a238 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or153 2297a242 1 Hardaway-Dalton Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Or153 2297a243 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or153 2297a243 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Or153 2297a243 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or153 2297a243 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or153 2297a243 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or153 2297a243 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or153 2297a243 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or154 2297a247 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or154 2297a247 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or154 2297a247 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or154 2297a247 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or154 2297a247 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or154 2297a247 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or154 2297a247 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or154 2297a247 8 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or155 2297a251 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or155 2297a251 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or155 2297a251 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or156 2297a252 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or156 2297a252 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or156 2297a252 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or157 2297a255 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or157 2297a255 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or157 2297a255 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or158 2297a257 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or159 2297a260 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or16 2296a19 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or16 2296a19 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or16 2296a19 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or16 2296a19 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or16 2296a19 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or16 2296a19 11 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or160 2297a263 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or160 2297a263 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or160 2297a263 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or160 2297a263 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or161 2297a266 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or161 2297a266 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or161 2297a266 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or161 2297a266 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or161 2297a266 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or162 2297a270 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or162 2297a270 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or162 2297a270 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or163 2297a273 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or163 2297a273 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or163 2297a273 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or163 2297a273 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or163 2297a273 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or163 2297a273 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 7 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 7 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or163 2297a273 9 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or163 2297a273 13 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 14 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 37 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or163 2297a273 87 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or164 2297a276 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Or164 2297a276 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or164 2297a276 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or164 2297a276 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or164 2297a276 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or164 2297a276 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or165 2297a278 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or165 2297a278 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or165 2297a278 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or165 2297a278 3 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or165 2297a278 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 5 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or165 2297a278 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or165 2297a278 25 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or166 2408a122 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or166 2417a15 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or166 2417a15 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or166 2417a15 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Or166 2417a15 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or169 2417a32 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or169 2417a32 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or169 2417a32 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or169 2417a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or169 2417a32 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or169 2417a32 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or169 2417a32 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or170 2417a42 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or172 2417a51 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or179 2432a68 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or179 2432a68 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or179 2432a68 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or179 2432a68 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or179 2432a68 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or179 2432a68 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or179 2432a68 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or179 2432a68 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or197 2410a194 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or198 2410a196 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or20 2417a12 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or204 2410a206 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or220 2398a242 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or220 2398a242 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or220 2398a242 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or227 2368a185 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or227 2368a185 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or230 2368a192 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or230 2368a192 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or230 2368a192 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or231 2370a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or231 2370a136 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or231 2370a136 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or232 2370a294 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or232 2370a297 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or232 2370a778 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or233 2368a182 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Or233 2368a196 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2368a204 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2368a213 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2368a223 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or233 2368a223 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2368a223 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a103 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a103 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a31 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a46 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a71 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or233 2370a73 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or233 2370a784 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a784 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a91 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or233 2370a91 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or233 2370a91 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or233 2396a170 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or233 2396a170 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or233 2396a170 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or234 2370a303 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or234 2370a303 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or234 2370a303 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or234 2370a303 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or234 2370a303 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or235 2370a325 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or238 2370a337 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or238 2370a337 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or238 2370a337 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or238 2370a337 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or238 2370a337 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or243 2370a657 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or243 2370a657 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or243 2370a657 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or243 2370a665 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or243 2370a665 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or243 2370a665 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or243 2370a665 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or244 2370a664 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or244 2370a664 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or244 2370a664 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or244 2370a664 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or246 2370a670 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or247 2370a692 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or414 2441a234 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or406 2370a322 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or371 2370a821 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or371 2370a821 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or371 2370a821 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or371 2370a821 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or371 2370a821 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or371 2370a821 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or371 2370a821 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or35 2057a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or37 2057a17 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or45 2263a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or45 2263a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or46 2263a3 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4d 2085a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4d 2085a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Or4d 2085a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or4d 2085a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or4d 2085a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or4d 2085a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or4d 2085a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or4d 2085a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or4d 2085a10 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or4d 2085a10 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or4d 2085a13 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4d 2085a13 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or4d 2085a17 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4d 2085a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or4d 2085a20 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or4d 2085a20 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or4d 2085a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or4d 2085a33 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or4d 2085a37 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or4d 2085a37 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4d 2085a5 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or4d 2085a5 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or4d 2085a5 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or4d 2447a240 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or4e 2447a174 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4e 2447a174 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or4e 2447a174 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or4e 2447a186 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4e 2447a186 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or4e 2447a191 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or4e 2447a198 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or4e 2447a202 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or4e 2447a202 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or5 2296a15 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or5 2296a15 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or5 2296a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or5 2296a15 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or5 2296a15 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or50 2263a5 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or50 2263a5 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or50 2263a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or50 2263a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or51 2263a8 34 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or52 2263a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or53 2296a14 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or53 2296a14 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or54 2297a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or54 2297a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or54 2297a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or54 2297a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or54 2297a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or54 2297a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or54 2297a1 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or54 2297a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or54 2297a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or54 2297a1 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or55 2297a4 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or55 2297a4 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Or55 2297a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or56 2297a6 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or56 2297a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or56 2297a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Or57 2297a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or57 2297a8 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or57 2297a8 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or57 2297a8 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or57 2297a8 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or57 2297a8 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or57 2297a8 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or57 2297a8 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or58 2297a11 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or58 2297a11 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or58 2297a11 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or58 2297a11 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 10 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or58 2297a11 25 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or59 2297a12 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or59 2297a12 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or59 2297a12 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or59 2297a12 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or59 2297a12 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or59 2297a12 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or6 2297a87 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or6 2297a87 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or6 2297a87 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or6 2297a87 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or6 2297a87 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or6 2297a87 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or6 2297a87 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or6 2297a87 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or6 2297a87 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or6 2297a87 18 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or60 2297a14 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or60 2297a14 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or60 2297a14 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or60 2297a14 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or60 2297a14 5 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or60 2297a14 6 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or60 2297a14 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or60 2297a14 9 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or61 2297a15 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or61 2297a15 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or61 2297a15 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or61 2297a15 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or61 2297a15 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or62 2297a17 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or62 2297a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or62 2297a17 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or62 2297a17 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Or62 2297a17 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or62 2297a17 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 4 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or62 2297a17 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or62 2297a17 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 11 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 18 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or62 2297a17 23 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or62 2297a17 42 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or63 2297a19 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31Or63 2297a19 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or63 2297a19 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or63 2297a19 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or63 2297a19 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or63 2297a19 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or63 2297a19 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or63 2297a19 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or63 2297a19 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or63 2297a19 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or63 2297a19 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or63 2297a19 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or63 2297a19 10 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or63 2297a19 11 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or63 2297a19 13 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or64 2297a20 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or64 2297a20 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or64 2297a20 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or64 2297a20 10 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or64 2297a20 17 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or65 2297a24 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or65 2297a24 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or65 2297a24 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or65 2297a24 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 9 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 11 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or65 2297a24 23 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or66 2297a26 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or66 2297a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Or66 2297a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or66 2297a26 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or66 2297a26 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or66 2297a26 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or66 2297a26 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or66 2297a26 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or66 2297a26 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or66 2297a26 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or66 2297a26 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or66 2297a26 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or66 2297a26 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or66 2297a26 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or66 2297a26 9 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Or66 2297a26 11 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or66 2297a26 29 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or67 2297a29 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or67 2297a29 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or67 2297a29 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or67 2297a29 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or67 2297a29 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or68 2297a31 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or68 2297a31 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Or68 2297a31 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or68 2297a31 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or68 2297a31 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or68 2297a31 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or68 2297a31 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or68 2297a31 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or68 2297a31 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or68 2297a31 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 15 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or68 2297a31 36 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or69 2297a32 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or69 2297a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or69 2297a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or69 2297a32 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or73 2297a39 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or73 2297a39 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or73 2297a39 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or73 2297a39 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 8 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or73 2297a39 45 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or74 2297a41 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or74 2297a41 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or74 2297a41 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or74 2297a41 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or75 2297a43 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or76 2297a45 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or79 2297a50 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or81 2297a52 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or81 2297a52 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or81 2297a52 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or81 2297a52 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or81 2297a52 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or81 2297a52 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or83 2297a56 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or83 2297a56 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or83 2297a56 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or83 2297a56 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or83 2297a56 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or83 2297a56 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or83 2297a56 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Or83 2297a56 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or84 2297a58 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or84 2297a58 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or84 2297a58 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or84 2297a58 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or84 2297a58 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or84 2297a58 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or84 2297a58 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or84 2297a58 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or84 2297a58 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or84 2297a58 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or84 2297a58 23 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or86 2297a54 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or86 2297a61 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or86 2297a61 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 15 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 19 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or86 2297a61 33 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or87 2297a64 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or87 2297a64 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or87 2297a64 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or87 2297a64 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or87 2297a64 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or87 2297a64 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or87 2297a64 6 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or87 2297a64 8 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 10 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 16 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 23 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 29 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or87 2297a64 31 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or87 2297a64 54 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or88 2297a67 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or88 2297a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or88 2297a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or88 2297a67 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or88 2297a67 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or88 2297a67 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or88 2297a67 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or88 2297a67 5 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or88 2297a67 5 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 6 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or88 2297a67 13 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 14 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 16 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or88 2297a67 23 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Or88 2297a67 49 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or89 2297a69 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or89 2297a69 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or89 2297a69 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Or89 2297a69 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or89 2297a69 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or89 2297a69 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or89 2297a69 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or89 2297a69 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or89 2297a69 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 3 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or89 2297a69 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or89 2297a69 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or90 2297a73 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or90 2297a73 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or90 2297a73 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or90 2297a73 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or90 2297a73 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or91 2297a76 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Or91 2297a76 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or91 2297a76 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or91 2297a76 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or91 2297a76 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or91 2297a76 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or91 2297a76 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Or91 2297a76 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 5 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or91 2297a76 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or91 2297a76 5 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or91 2297a76 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or91 2297a76 9 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or92 2297a77 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or92 2297a77 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or92 2297a77 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or92 2297a77 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or92 2297a77 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or92 2297a77 3 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or92 2297a77 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or92 2297a77 14 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or94 2297a81 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Or94 2297a81 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or94 2297a81 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or94 2297a81 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or94 2297a81 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or94 2297a81 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or95 2297a83 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or95 2297a83 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Or95 2297a83 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or95 2297a83 3 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 10 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or95 2297a83 21 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or97 2297a92 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or97 2297a92 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or97 2297a92 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or97 2297a92 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or97 2297a92 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or97 2297a92 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or97 2297a92 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or97 2297a92 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Or98 2297a94 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Or98 2297a94 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Or98 2297a94 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or98 2297a94 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Or98 2297a94 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or98 2297a94 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Or98 2297a94 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Or98 2297a94 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Or98 2297a94 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd1 2399a1677 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd105 2399a1613 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd107 2399a1620 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd108 2399a1626 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd118 2399a1312 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd119 2399a1356 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd123 2399a1658 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Pd134 2397a1117 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Pd134 2397a1117 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd136 2397a1118 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pd136 2397a1118 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd139 2397a1138 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd139 2397a1138 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pd139 2397a1138 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd139 2397a1138 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pd139 2397a1138 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd139 2397a1138 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Pd139 2397a1138 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Pd139 2397a1138 3 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pd146 2398a266 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd148 2399a1382 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd151 2399a1396 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pd151 2399a1396 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd151 2399a1396 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Pd151 2399a1396 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pd151 2399a1396 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pd161 2399a1428 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd168 2399a1441 1 Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Pd168 2399a1441 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd169 2399a1444 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pd174 2399a1461 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Pd180 2399a1480 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd188 2399a1492 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd188 2399a1492 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pd188 2399a1492 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd19 2397a1061 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd19 2397a1061 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd19 2397a1068 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd19 2397a1068 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd19 2397a1068 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Pd19 2397a1068 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pd19 2397a1068 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd19 2397a1068 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pd19 2397a1068 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pd191 2399a1507 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pd191 2399a1507 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pd191 2399a1507 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pd191 2399a1507 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd194 2398a277 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pd24-25 2399a1156 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pd32 2399a1162 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd32 2399a1162 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd44 2399a1194 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pd45 2399a1199 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Pd47 2399a1212 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd48 2399a1226 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd48 2399a1226 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pd49 2399a1230 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pd50 2399a1234 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd53 2399a1246 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd54 2399a1249 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd55 2399a1253 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pd57 2399a1262 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd61 2399a1280 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pd71 2399a1287 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pd71 2399a1287 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pd93 2399a1312 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pl1 2264a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pl1 2264a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pl3 2415a268 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pl3 2415a268 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Pl3 2415a268 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pl3 2415a268 5 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pm7 2299a533 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pq51 2329a242/a 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt1 2091a1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt1 2091a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt1 2091a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Pt10 2091a100 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt10 2091a100 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt10 2091a100 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Pt10 2091a93 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt10 2091a93 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Pt10 2122a86/1 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt10 2122a86/1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt10 2122a86/1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt10 2122a97 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pt11 2091a104 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt11 2091a104 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt11 2091a104 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Pt11 2091a104 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Pt11 2091a109 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt12 2091a115 1 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt12 2091a115 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt12 2091a115 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Pt12 2091a115 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Pt12 2091a115 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt12 2091a115 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pt12 2091a115 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2091a115 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt12 2091a115 8 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2091a126 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2091a126 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2091a133 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2091a133 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2091a133 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Pt12 2091a133 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt12 2091a133 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Pt12 2091a133 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Pt12 2122a104 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2122a104 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt12 2122a104 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt12 2122a104 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt12 2122a104 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pt13 2091a138 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt13 2091a142 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt13 2122a110 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt16 2091a151 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt17 2091a157 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt17 2091a157 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt17 2122a116 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt18 2091a164 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt18 2122a122 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Pt18 2122a122 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Pt19 2091a167 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt19 2091a167 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt19 2091a167 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt19 2091a167 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt19 2091a167 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt19 2091a167 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt19 2122a126 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Quartz Late PaleoIndian
31Pt19 2122a126 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt2 2122a147 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pt2 2122a23 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Pt2 2122a23 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartzite Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt2 2122a23 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt20 2091a173 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt20 2091a173 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Pt20 2091a173 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt20 2091a173 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt20 2122a132 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt20 2122a132 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Pt20 2122a132 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt20 2122a132 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt20 2122a132 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt20 2122a141 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pt20 2122a141 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt20 2122a141 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt21 2091a180 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt22 2091a185 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pt22 2122a54 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt22 2122a54 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt22 2122a54 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt308 2396a182 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt309 2396a184 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Pt25 2122a164 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt26 2123a168 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt26 2123a168 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt28 2015a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt28 2015a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt28 2015a4 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Pt29 2015a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt29 2015a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Pt3 2091a10 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt3 2091a10 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt3 2091a10 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt3 2091a10 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt3 2091a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt3 2091a10 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt3 2091a10 2 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt3 2091a19 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Pt3 2091a19 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt3 2091a19 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Pt3 2091a19 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt3 2122a30 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt3 2122a30 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pt3 2122a30 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt3 2122a30 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Pt3 2122a30 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt3 2122a30 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt3 2122a30 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt3 2122a30 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt3 2122a30 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt3 2122a30 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt30 2122a180 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt30 2122a180 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt30 2122a180 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt5 2122a42 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt6 1912a3 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 1912a3 3 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt6 2091a33 1 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2091a33 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2091a33 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt6 2091a33 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt6 2091a42 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2091a42 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt6 2091a42 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt6 2091a48 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Pt6 2091a48 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2091a53 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt6 2091a53 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt6 2122a50 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2122a50 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt6 2122a50 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt6 2122a50 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2122a50 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt6 2122a50 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt6 2122a50 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Pt6 2122a50 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt6 2122a61 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt6 2122a61 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Pt6 2122a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt6 2122a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt7 2091a57 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt7 2091a57 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt7 2091a57 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt7 2091a57 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt7 2091a61 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Pt7 2091a61 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt7 2091a61 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt7 2091a61 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt7 2122a69 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt8 1914a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Pt9 2091a73 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Pt9 2091a73 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Pt9 2091a73 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Pt9 2091a73 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Pt9 2091a87 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Pt9 2091a87 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Pt9 2091a87 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Pt9 2091a87 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt9 2091a87 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Pt9 2091a87 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Pt9 2122a78 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Pt9 2122a78 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Pt9 2122a78 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Pt9 2122a78 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rb1 954a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rb1 954a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rb1 954a1 3 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rb1 954a1 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rb11 2267a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rb13 2267a10 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rb14 2267a14 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rb4 2293a25 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2059a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rd1 2059a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2059a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1 2059a1 9 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2059a1 12 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2059a37 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2059a37 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2101a85 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a22 8 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a23/1 39 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a24 1 Caraway Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a24 10 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a24 19 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Rd1 2296a25 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd1 2296a25 7 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a25 26 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a26 29 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a32 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a32 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a32 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd1 2296a32 9 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rd1 2296a33 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2296a33 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2296a33 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2296a33 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2296a33 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd1 2296a33 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1 2296a34 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rd1 2296a34 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a34 6 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd1 2296a34 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd1 2296a34 14 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2296a34 60 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd1 2409a74 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2409a74 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd1 2409a74 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2442a1161 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1162 9 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2442a1163 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Crystal Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2442a1163 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1 2442a1163 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1 2442a1163 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1 2442a1163 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd1 2442a1163 6 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 6 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1 2442a1163 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 8 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1 2442a1163 9 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rd1 2442a1163 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 11 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 12 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd1 2442a1163 13 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 15 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd1 2442a1163 38 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd10 2059a105 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd10 2059a105 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd101 2296a59 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd101 2296a59 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd102 2296a68 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd102 2296a68 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd102 2296a68 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd102 2296a68 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd102 2296a68 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd102 2296a68 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd103 2296a61 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd104 2296a76/1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd104 2296a76/1 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd104 2296a76/1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd104 2296a76/1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Rd105 2296a77 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd106 2296a72 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd107 2296a73 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Rd107 2296a73 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd107 2296a73 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd107 2296a73 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd107 2296a73 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd108 2296a79 1 Kanawha Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd108 2296a95 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd109 2296a64 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd109 2296a64 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd109 2296a64 11 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd110 2296a81 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rd112 2296a83 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd113 2296a84 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd119 2300a91 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd12 2059a14 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd12 2059a14 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd12 2059a14 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd12 2059a14 4 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd12 2059a14 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd12 2059a14 6 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 10 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 14 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 22 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd12 2059a14 32 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd12 2059a14 33 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd122 2300a100 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd124 2300a110 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd126 2300a114 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd126 2300a114 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd126 2300a114 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd131 2300a133 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd131 2300a133 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd132 2300a137 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd132 2300a137 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd132 2300a137 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd132 2300a137 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd132 2300a138/a 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd134 2300a144 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd134 2300a144 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd135 2300a146 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd138 2300a149 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31Rd138 2300a149 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd138 2300a149 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd138 2300a149 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd139 2300a504 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd139 2300a504 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd14 2059a44 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd143 2300a160 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Rd144 2300a165 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd144 2300a165 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd148 2300a176 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd149 2300a180 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd15 2059a47 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd15 2059a47 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd15 2059a47 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd15 2059a47 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd15 2059a47 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd15 2059a47 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rd15 2059a47 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd15 2059a47 27 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd15 2059a47 30 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd15 2059a47 76 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd152 2296a103 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd152 2296a103 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd153 2300a186 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd153 2300a186 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd153 2300a186 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd155 2300a193 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd155 2300a193 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rd158 2300a202 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd160 2300a360 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd160 2300a360 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd169 2300a386 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd17 2059a58 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd173 2300a395 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd174 2300a500 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd18 2059a62 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd19 2059a66 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd19 2059a66 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd19 2059a66 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd19 2059a66 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd19 2059a66 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd19 2059a71 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd19 2059a71 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd193 2397a1146 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd194 2397a1149 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd194 2397a1149 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd194 2397a1149 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd194 2397a1149 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd194 2397a1149 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd194 2397a1149 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Rd194 2397a1149 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd194 2397a1149 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd194 2397a1149 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd195 2397a1159 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd195 2397a1159 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd195 2397a1159 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd195 2397a1159 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd2 2059a9 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd20 2059a18 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd20 2059a18 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd20 2059a76 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd20 2059a76 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rd20 2059a76 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd20 2059a76 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd20 2059a76 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd20 2059a76 16 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd24 2059a85 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
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31Rd24 2059a85 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd24 2059a85 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd24 2059a85 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd24 2059a85 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd24 2059a85 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd24 2059a85 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd24 2059a85 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd25 2059a20 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd25 2059a28 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd259 2443a590 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd259 2443a590 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd259 2443a590 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd259 2443a590 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd259 2443a590 18 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd260 2443a600 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd260 2443a600 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd260 2443a600 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd260 2443a600 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd260 2443a600 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd4 2442a1180 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd40 2296a57 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd40 2296a57 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd40 2296a57 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd40 2296a57 11 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd42 2296a75 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd42 2296a75 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd49 2296a49 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd49 2296a49 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd49 2296a49 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd49 2296a49 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd49 2296a49 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd49 2296a49 5 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rd49 2296a49 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd5 1114a3 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd5 1114a3 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd6 1115a2 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd66 2296a51 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd66 2296a51 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd66 2296a51 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd66 2296a51 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd66 2296a51 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd66 2296a51 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd66 2296a51 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd70 2300a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd71 2415a275 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd71 2415a275 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd75 2296a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd75 2296a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd75 2296a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd75 2296a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd75 2296a1 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd75 2296a1 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd75 2296a1 8 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd75 2296a1 9 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd75 2296a1 24 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd75 2296a1 46 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd76 2296a6 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd76 2296a6 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd76 2296a6 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd76 2296a6 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Rd76 2296a6 4 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rd76 2296a6 12 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd77 2296a42 1 Fluted Metavolcanic PaleoIndian
31Rd77 2296a43 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rd77 2296a43 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd77 2296a43 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd79 2300a13 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rd79 2300a13 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd79 2300a13 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd79 2300a13 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd80 2300a17 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd80 2300a17 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd80 2300a17 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd80 2300a17 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd82 2300a24 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd842 2368a262 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd843 2368a269 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd843 2368a269 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd845 2368a280 4 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rd851 2368a299 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd851 2368a299 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd852 2368a308 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd973 2443a25 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1011 2444a38 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd1011 2444a38 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rd1011 2444a38 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rd1011 2444a38 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd1011 2444a38 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartzite Early Archaic
31Rd1011 2444a38 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd1011 2444a38 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd1011 2444a38 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rd1011 2444a38 11 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd1011 2444a38 19 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rd88 2300a40 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rd93 2300a53 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd94 2300a57 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rd94 2300a57 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rd94 2300a57 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rf2 2268a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rf2 2268a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rf3 2268a4 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Rf3 2268a4 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rf3 2268a4 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rh1 1786a1 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rh1 1786a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh1 1786a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh1 2008a3 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh1 2008a3 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh1 2061a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rh1 2061a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh1 2061a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh1 2061a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh1 2061a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh1 2061a1 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Rh1 2061a1 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh1 2061a1 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh1 2061a16 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh1 2061a16 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh1 2061a16 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh1 2061a29 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh1 2061a29 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh11 2269a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2091a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh13 2091a2 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2091a2 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2091a2 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2091a2 16 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a10 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a10 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a101 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a105 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a109 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a109 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a109 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a109 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh13 2092a112 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a118 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Rh13 2092a121 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a125 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a17 8 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a2 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a2 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a20 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a24 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a27 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a27 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a30 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a30 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a35 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a4 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a4 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a4 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a4 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Crystal Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a4 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a4 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a4 8 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a4 10 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a40 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a40 2 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a47 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a47 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a49 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a49 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a49 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a51 1 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a51 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a53 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a56 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a58 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a58 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh13 2092a58 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a60 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh13 2092a60 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Rh13 2092a65 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a65 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a7 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a70 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a74 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a82 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a82 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a89 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a89 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a92 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2092a92 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh13 2092a95 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh13 2092a98 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2092a98 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh13 2092a98 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh13 2437a326 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh13 2437a326 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh13 2437a326 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh13 2437a326 8 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh18 2060a6 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh18 2060a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh2 2060a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh2 2060a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh2 2060a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh2 2060a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh2 2060a1 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh2 2060a1 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh2 2060a1 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh2 2060a1 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh2 2060a1 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh2 443a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2269a15 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Rh21 2269a15 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a101 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a101 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a101 3 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a103 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a11 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a111 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a111 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a111 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a120 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a123 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a123 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a123 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a124 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a127 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a127 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a13 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a131 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rh21 2437a138 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a138 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a138 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a138 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a138 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a139 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a139 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a146 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Rh21 2437a15 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a15 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a15 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a150 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a150 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a154 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a156 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a156 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a156 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a156 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a159 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a159 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a16 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a163 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a166 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a166 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a166 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Crystal Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a173 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh21 2437a173 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a180 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a181 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a182 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a183 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a185 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a187 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a188 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a189 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a190 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a191 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a196 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a199 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a2 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a202 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a203 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a204 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a204 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a205 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a206 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a207 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a208 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a209 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a212 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a213 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a215 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a216 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a217 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a218 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a22 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a22 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a221 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Quartz Late PaleoIndian
31Rh21 2437a222 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a223 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a224 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a225 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a241 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a241 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a253 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Quartz Late PaleoIndian
31Rh21 2437a253 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a253 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
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31Rh21 2437a253 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a253 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a253 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a265 1 Hardaway-Dalton Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rh21 2437a265 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a265 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a277 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a277 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a277 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a277 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a284 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a284 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a284 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a294 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a294 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a316 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rh21 2437a316 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh21 2437a316 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a316 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a316 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a316 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a316 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a316 9 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a32 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a32 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a32 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a46 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a59 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a59 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh21 2437a60 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a60 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a60 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a67 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rh21 2437a67 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a68 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a76 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rh21 2437a76 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a76 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh21 2437a76 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh21 2437a77 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a94 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh21 2437a94 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh21 2437a94 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh22 2060a15 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh22 2060a15 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh22 2060a15 6 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh22 2060a15 16 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh22 2060a8 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rh22 2060a8 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh22 2060a8 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh22 2060a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh22 2060a8 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh22 2060a8 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh22 2060a8 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh22 2060a8 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh24 2060a21 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh24 2060a21 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh24 2060a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh24 2060a21 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Rh24 2269a16 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh24 2269a16 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh25 2269a24 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh25 2269a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh25 2269a24 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh3 444a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh3 444a1 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rh3 444a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh3 444a1 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh3 444a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh3 444a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh3 444a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh3 444a1 6 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh3 444a1 7 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh3 444a1 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh3 860a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh3 860a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh3 860a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh3 860a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh3 860a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh3 860a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 3 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh3 860a1 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh3 860a1 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh3 860a1 10 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh31 878a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh32 1787a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh32 1787a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh32 1787a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh32 1787a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh32 2060a24 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rh32 2060a24 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rh32 2060a24 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh32 2060a24 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh32 2060a24 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh32 2060a24 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 8 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh32 2060a24 31 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh34 880a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh34 880a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh37 2060a34 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh4 2060a4 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh44 2060a36 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh44 2060a36 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh44 2060a36 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh44 2060a36 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Rh45 814a2 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh5 2101a122 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh5 2101a122 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh5 2101a122 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Rh5 2101a122 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh5 2101a122 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh5 2101a143 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rh5 2101a143 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh5 2101a143 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh5 2101a143 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh5 2101a143 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh5 2108a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh5 2108a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rh5 446a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh5 446a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh5 446a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh5 446a1 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh5 446a1 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh5 446a1 3 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rh5 446a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh53 824a9 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh53 824a9 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh53 824a9 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh53 845a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh55 2437a333 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rh55 2437a333 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh55 2437a333 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh55 2437a342 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh58 2060a43 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh58 2060a43 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh58 2060a43 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh58 2060a43 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh58 2060a43 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh58 2060a43 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh58 2060a49 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh63 2108a7 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh63 2108a7 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh63 2108a7 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh64 2060a62 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh64 2060a62 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh66 1788a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh66 1788a1 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh66 1788a1 23 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh66 2060a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rh66 2060a66 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh66 2060a66 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh8 2108a4 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh8 2108a4 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rh8 2108a4 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh8 2108a4 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh8 2108a4 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rh8 961a2 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rh8 961a2 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rh8 961a2 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Rh89 2060a69 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rh89 2060a69 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk1 2367a776 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk1 2367a776 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk1 2368a500 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk1 2396a186 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk1 2396a186 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk1 2442a653 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rk1 2442a653 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk1 2442a653 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk1 2442a653 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk1 2442a653 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk1 2442a653 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk1 2442a653 5 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk1 2442a653 22 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk103 2396a377 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk103 2396a377 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk103 2396a377 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk103 2396a377 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk103 2396a377 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk103 2396a377 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk103 2396a377 8 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk103 2396a377 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk103 2396a385 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk103 2396a385 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk103 2396a385 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk103 2396a385 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk11 2266a46 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rk11 2266a46 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk11 2266a46 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk12 2271a4 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rk12 2271a4 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk12 2271a4 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk12 2271a4 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk12 2271a4 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rk12 2271a4 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk12 2271a4 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk12 2271a4 8 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk12 2271a4 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk12 2271a4 10 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk12 2271a86 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rk12 2409a86 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk16 2318a260 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Rk24 2317a7535 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk24 2317a7535 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk24 2317a7535 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk24 2317a7535 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk24 2317a7535 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk24 2317a7535 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk28 2396a299 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk5 2266a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk5 2266a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk5 2266a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk5 2266a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk6 2305a269 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rk6 2366a10 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk6 2366a134 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2366a147 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2366a156 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk6 2366a156 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
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31Rk6 2366a156 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2366a156 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2366a43 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2366a77 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2367a801 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2367a801 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk6 2367a801 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk6 2367a801 8 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk62 2370a1253 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk62 2370a1253 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Rk62 2370a1253 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk62 2370a1253 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk62 2370a1253 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk67 2370a1188 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk67 2370a1188 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk67 2370a1188 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk75 2370a1265 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk71 2370a1270 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk7 2266a9 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk7 2266a9 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk7 2266a9 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk7 2266a9 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk7 2266a9 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk7 2370a1243 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk7 2370a1243 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk7 2370a1243 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk7 2370a1247 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk78 2370a1289 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk78 2370a1289 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk79 2370a1297 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk79 2370a1297 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk79 2370a1297 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk79 2370a1297 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk79 2370a1303 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk79 2370a1303 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk79 2370a1303 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk81 2370a1309 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk82 2370a1311 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk82 2370a1311 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk82 2370a1311 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk82 2370a1311 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk83 2370a1319 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk83 2370a1319 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk8 2266a15 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk8 2266a15 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rk8 2266a15 5 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk8 2266a15 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk8 2266a15 7 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk8 2266a15 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk8 2266a15 37 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk8 2266a15 41 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk84 2370a1331 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk84 2370a1331 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Rk84 2370a1331 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk86 2370a1345 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk76 2370a1349 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk76 2370a1349 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk70 2370a1357 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk70 2370a1357 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk70 2370a1357 1 Uwharrie Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Rk70 2370a1357 3 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk70 2370a1357 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk70 2396a304 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk91 2396a206 2 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Rk91 2396a206 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk91 2396a207 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk94 2396a332 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk94 2396a332 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a348 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Crystal Middle Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk94 2396a348 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk94 2396a348 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk94 2396a348 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk94 2396a348 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rk94 2396a348 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Crystal Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a348 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk94 2396a348 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rk94 2396a348 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a348 3 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a348 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 4 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 4 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a348 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rk94 2396a348 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk94 2396a348 9 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a348 10 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rk94 2396a348 50 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a356 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a356 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk94 2396a356 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk94 2396a356 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk99 2396a365 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rk99 2396a365 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rk99 2396a365 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rk100 2396a372 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk100 2396a372 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rk100 2396a372 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rk100 2396a372 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rk100 2396a372 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rw1 455a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rw1 455a2 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw1 455a2 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 101a2 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 101a2 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 101a2 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rw10 101a5 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw10 298a11 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rw10 298a5 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 453a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Rw10 453a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rw10 453a1 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rw10 453a1 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rw10 453a1 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw10 453a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Rw10 453a1 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rw10 453a1 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rw10 453a1 8 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 453a1 18 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw10 453a1 26 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 453a1 31 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 453a1 103 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw10 453a1 213 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw11 460a5 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw11 460a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rw11 460a5 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw11 460a5 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Rw11 460a5 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rw11 460a5 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw11 460a5 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Rw15 2101a185 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Rw15 2101a185 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Rw15 2101a185 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw2 2101a135 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rw2 2101a135 1 Hardaway-Dalton Metavolcanic Late PaleoIndian
31Rw2 2101a135 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Rw2 2101a135 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Rw4 2101a141 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Rw7 451a5 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Rw9 2101a156 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Rw9 2101a156 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Rw9 2101a156 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Rw9 2101a156 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sc2 2273a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sc2 2273a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Sc2 2273a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sc6 2273a5 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sc8 2273a12 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2270a6397 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2270a6421 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2270a6421 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Sk1 2270a6421 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk1 2270a6421 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2270a6421 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2270a7790 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk1 2270a7790 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2270a7790 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk1 2270a7790 5 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2270a7790 8 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2270a7790 11 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2270a7790 47 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2272a1 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2305a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2305a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2305a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2305a17 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2305a17 3 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2305a17 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2305a17 11 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2305a17 27 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Sk1 2317a1341 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1361 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1368 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1368 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1375 1 Caraway Triangular Jasper Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1375 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1375 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1395 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2317a1395 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2317a1395 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1409 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2317a1418 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1427 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Chalcedony Late PaleoIndian
31Sk1 2317a1427 2 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1427 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1427 8 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a1427 26 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Sk1 2317a5073 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk1 2317a5073 2 Caraway Triangular Jasper Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a5073 3 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a5073 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a5073 11 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a5073 73 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7201 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2317a7201 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7210 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7217 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7226 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2317a7233 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7240 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7258 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7263 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7272 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7277 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7288 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7300 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7315 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7315 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7315 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7324 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7324 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7329/1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2317a7468 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Sk1 2317a7468 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk1 2317a7468 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk1 2317a7468 4 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2317a7468 8 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a1 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a1 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk1 2365a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk1 2365a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk1 2365a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
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31Sk1 2365a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk1 2365a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2365a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2365a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk1 2365a1 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a1 20 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a102 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a112 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a130 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a147 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a147 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1 2365a147 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk1 2365a147 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a147 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a147 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a155 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a155 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a175 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a184 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a189 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a189 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk1 2365a196 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a196 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a236 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a236 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk1 2365a57 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a67 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a67 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2365a76/1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2365a87 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1 2367a705 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk1 2367a705 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk1-1a 2442a644 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1-1a 2442a644 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk1-1a 2442a644 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Sk1-1a 2442a644 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk10 2305a201 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk10 2305a201 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk10 2305a201 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk10 2305a201 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk10 2305a201 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk10 2305a201 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk10-11 2305a214 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Jasper Indeterminate
31Sk10-11 2305a214 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk10-11 2305a214 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk10-11 2305a214 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk10-11 2305a214 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk10-11 2305a214 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk10-11 2305a214 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk10-11 2305a214 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk11 2305a209 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk11 2305a209 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk11 2305a209 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk11 2305a209 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk11 2305a209 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk14 2272a33 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk178 2396a394 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk16 2272a43 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk16 2272a43 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk16 2272a43 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
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31Sk16 2272a43 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk16 2272a43 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk16 2272a43 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk16 2272a43 13 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk16 2305a142 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk16 2305a142 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk16 2305a142 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk184 2444a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk17 2272a60 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk17 2272a60 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk17 2272a60 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk17 2272a60 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk17 2272a60 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk17 2305a148 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk17 2305a148 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk17 2305a148 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk17 2305a148 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk19 2305a180 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk19 2305a180 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk19 2305a180 4 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk19 2305a180 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk19 2305a180 8 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk19 2367a826 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk19 2367a826 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk20 2305a195 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk20 2305a195 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk20 2305a195 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk20 2305a195 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk20 2305a195 21 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk20 2429a8 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk21 2272a66 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk21 2305a153 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk21 2305a153 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk21 2305a153 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2317a7498 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk21 2317a7498 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk21 2317a7498 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sk21 2317a7498 2 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2317a7498 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2317a7498 8 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2368a336 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk21 2368a336 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2370a419 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk21 2370a430 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2429a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk21 2429a14 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk21 2429a19 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk21 2444a54 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk21 2444a54 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk21 2444a54 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk21 2444a54 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk22 2272a73 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk22 2317a7509 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk24 2270a6479 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Sk24 2305a227 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk24 2305a227 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk24 2305a227 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Jasper Indeterminate
31Sk24 2305a227 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk24 2305a227 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk24 2305a227 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk24 2305a227 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk24 2305a227 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk24 2403a11 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk24 2403a11 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk24 2403a11 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk24 2403a11 3 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk24 2403a11 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk24 2403a11 11 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk24 2403a11 13 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk24 2403a11 15 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk24 2403a11 48 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk24 2429a26 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk24 2429a26 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk24 2429a26 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk24 2429a26 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk24 2429a26 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk24 2429a26 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Sk24 2429a26 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk24 2429a26 5 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk25 2305a265 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk25 2305a265 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk27 2272a86 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk28 2317a7514 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk28 2317a7514 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk28 2317a7514 1 Uwharrie Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk29 2272a88 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk29 2272a88 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk29 2272a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk29 2272a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk29 2272a88 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk29 2272a88 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk29 2403a27 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk32 2305a218 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk32 2305a218 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk32 2305a218 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk32 2305a218 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk32 2305a218 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk32 2305a218 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk32 2305a218 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk32 2305a218 6 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk32 2305a218 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk33 2305a238 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk33 2305a238 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk33 2305a238 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk33 2305a238 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk34 2305a259 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk35 2305a242 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk37 2270a6486 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk4 2403a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk4 2403a2 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk4 2403a2 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk4 2403a2 4 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk4 2403a2 10 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk40 2403a31 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Sk40 2403a31 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk40 2403a31 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk40 2403a31 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk40 2403a31 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk40 2403a31 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk40 2403a31 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk40 2403a31 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk40 2403a31 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk40 2403a31 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk40 2403a31 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk40 2403a31 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk40 2403a31 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk40 2429a34 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk41 2429a37 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Sk41 2429a37 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk41 2429a37 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk42 2429a38 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk43 2429a40 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk43 2429a40 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Sk43 2429a40 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk43 2429a40 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk43 2429a40 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk43 2429a40 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk44 2429a44 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk44 2429a44 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk44 2429a44 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk44 2429a44 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk44 2429a44 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk45 2429a50 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk45 2429a50 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk45 2429a50 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk45 2429a50 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk45 2429a50 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk45 2429a50 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk45 2429a50 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk45 2429a57 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk46 2429a58 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk47 2429a63 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Sk47 2429a63 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk47 2429a63 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk47 2429a63 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk48 2429a69 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk48 2429a69 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk49 2403a35 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk49 2429a72 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk50 2429a75 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Sk50 2429a75 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk50 2429a75 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk50 2429a75 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk50 2429a75 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk51 2429a82 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk51 2429a82 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk51 2429a82 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk51 2429a82 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk51 2429a82 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk52 2429a87 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk52 2429a87 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk52 2429a87 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk53 2429a92 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk54 2429a96 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Sk55 2429a97 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk55 2429a97 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk55 2429a97 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk55 2429a97 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk56 2429a97 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk56 2429a99 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk56 2429a99 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk57 2429a103 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk57 2429a103 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk57 2429a103 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk58 2429a110 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk59 2429a117 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk6 2270a6441 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk6 2270a6441 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2270a6441 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2272a9 1 Uwharrie Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2272a9 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2305a36 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2305a36 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2305a36 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2305a36 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk6 2305a48 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk6 2305a48 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2305a48 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk6 2305a48 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2305a48 10 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2305a61 1 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2305a61 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk6 2305a61 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk6 2305a61 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk6 2305a61 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2305a61 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk6 2305a61 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk6 2305a61 45 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2305a75 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2305a75 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2305a75 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2317a5106 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2317a5106 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2317a5106 14 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2317a7480 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk6 2317a7480 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2317a7480 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Crystal Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2317a7480 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2317a7480 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Sk6 2317a7480 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk6 2317a7480 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk6 2317a7480 3 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2317a7480 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2317a7480 6 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2317a7480 49 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2368a313 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk6 2368a313 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk6 2368a313 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2368a313 3 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2368a313 23 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2396a231 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk6 2415a291 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk6 2415a291 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk60 2429a120 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
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31Sk61 2429a125 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Sk61 2429a125 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk61 2429a125 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk61 2429a125 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk61 2429a125 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Sk61 2429a125 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk61 2429a125 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk61 2429a125 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Sk61 2429a125 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk61 2429a125 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk61 2429a125 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk62 2429a131 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk63 2429a137 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk63 2429a137 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk63 2429a137 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Sk63 2429a137 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk63 2429a137 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk63 2429a137 3 Pee Dee Pentagonal Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sk64 2429a140 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk64 2429a140 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk64 2429a140 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Quartz Early Archaic
31Sk64 2429a140 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk64 2429a140 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Jasper Indeterminate
31Sk64 2429a140 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk64 2429a140 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk64 2429a140 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk66 2429a146 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk68 2429a153 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk68 2429a153 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Sk68 2429a153 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk68 2429a153 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk68 2429a153 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk68 2429a153 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk68 2429a153 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Sk68 2429a153 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk69 2429a162 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk69 2429a162 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk69 2429a162 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk69 2429a162 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sk7 2270a6448 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk7 2305a99 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk7 2370a413 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Sk7 2429a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk70 2429a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk70 2429a17 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sk70 2429a17 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk71 2429a176 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk71 2429a176 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk72 2429a177 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk72 2429a177 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk72 2429a177 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sk72 2429a177 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk72 2429a183 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk72 2429a183 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sk74 2429a191 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk74 2429a191 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk74 2429a191 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sk75 2429a196 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk76 2429a203 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk78 2429a204 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Sk78 2429a204 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk79 2429a207 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk79 2429a207 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk79 2429a207 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sk8 2270a6452 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk8 2270a6452 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sk8 2270a6452 6 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk8 2305a108 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk8 2305a108 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk8 2305a113 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Sk8 2305a113 7 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sk82 2429a217 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Sk82 2429a217 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Sk82 2429a217 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Sk82 2429a217 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk82 2429a217 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk82 2429a217 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk82 2429a217 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sk82 2429a217 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sk82 2429a217 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk82 2429a217 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sk83 2429a219 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk84 2317a5117 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Sk85 2411a35 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk87 2411a40 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sk88 2317a7526 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sk9 2305a130 8 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sp2 2274a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Sp24 2399a1514 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sp24 2399a1514 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sp252 2396a217 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sp31 2399a1540 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sp31 2399a1540 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sp32 2399a1545 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Sp33 2399a1551 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Sp5 2274a9 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Sp6 2274a13 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Sr10 2429a269 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sr8 2408a150 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Sr8 2408a150 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31St1 2101a186 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31St10 2101a274 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St10 2101a274 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St11 2101a278 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St12 2101a279 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St13 2101a280 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St13 2101a280 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31St13 2101a280 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31St13 2101a280 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31St13 2101a280 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St13 2101a280 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St15 2101a281 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St18 2065a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St2 984a2 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31St2 984a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St2 984a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St2 984a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St2 984a2 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St2 984a2 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St2 984a2 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31St2 984a2 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St21 2065a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St21 2065a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St21 2065a17 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St21 2065a17 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St22 2065a19 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St22 2065a19 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St22 2065a19 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St22 2065a19 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31St22 2065a19 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St23 2065a21 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St23 2065a21 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St23 2065a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St23 2065a21 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St23 2065a21 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31St24 2065a23 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St24 2065a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St24 2065a23 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St24 2065a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St24 2065a23 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St26 2065a26 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St26 2065a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St26 2065a26 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St26 2065a26 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St36 2436a50 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St36 2436a50 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St36 2436a50 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St36 2436a50 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St36 2436a50 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St4 2409a99 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St4 2426a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31St4 2426a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St4 2426a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St4 2426a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St4 2426a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St4 2426a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St4 2426a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St4 2426a1 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31St4 2426a1 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St4 2426a1 4 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St4 2426a1 4 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St4 2426a1 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St5 2101a227 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31St5 2101a227 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31St5 2101a227 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St5 2101a227 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St5 2101a227 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St5 2101a227 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St5 2101a227 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St5 2101a227 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St5 2101a227 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St5 2101a227 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St5 2101a227 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31St6 2101a235 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31St6 2101a235 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31St6 2101a235 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St62 2410a249 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31St62 2410a249 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St62 2410a249 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St62 2410a249 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31St62 2410a249 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St7 2065a3 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St7 2065a3 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St7 2065a3 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St7 2065a3 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31St7 2065a3 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St7 2065a3 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St7 2065a3 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St7 2065a3 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 2101a240 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 2101a240 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St7 2101a240 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31St7 2101a240 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31St7 2101a240 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St7 2101a240 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St7 2101a240 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31St7 2101a240 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31St7 2101a240 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31St7 2101a240 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31St7 2101a240 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St7 2101a240 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St7 2101a240 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St7 2101a240 3 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 2101a240 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St7 2101a240 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St7 2101a240 5 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31St7 2101a240 5 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 2101a240 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31St7 2101a240 11 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31St7 2101a240 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St7 2101a240 11 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St7 2101a240 11 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St7 2101a240 11 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St7 2101a240 85 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31St7 479a21 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31St7 479a21 1 St. Albans Side-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St7 479a21 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31St7 479a21 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St7 479a21 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 479a21 38 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 479a21 229 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St7 83a3 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St8 2101a261 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31St8 2101a261 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St8 2101a261 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31St8 2101a261 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31St8 2101a261 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31St8 2101a261 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St9 2101a266 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31St9 2101a266 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St9 2101a266 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31St9 2101a266 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31St9 2101a266 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31St9 2101a266 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31St9 2101a266 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Sw1 2277a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Sw1-2 2277a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sw2 1937a146 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Sw2 2277a11 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Sw2 2277a11 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
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31Sw2 2277a11 5 Garden Creek Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Sw2 2277a11 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Sw2 2277a11 6 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sw2 2277a11 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sw2 2277a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Sw2 2277a6 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Sw24 1937a27 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Sw3 1937a164 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Sw3 1937a164 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Sw47 2318a268 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 Connestee Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Tv1 974a2 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Tv1 974a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Chert Early Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Tv1 974a2 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Tv1 974a2 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Tv1 974a2 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Tv1 974a2 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Tv1 974a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Tv1 974a2 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Tv1 974a2 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Tv1 974a2 4 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv1 974a2 12 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 13 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 13 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv1 974a2 19 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv134 1933a361 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv136 1933a362 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv138 1933a369 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv138 1933a369 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Tv138 1933a369 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Tv138 1933a369 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv140 1933a374 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv140 1933a374 7 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv140 1933a374 23 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv141 1933a378 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv141 1933a378 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv143 1933a384 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv144 1933a386 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv145 1933a388 2 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv146 1933a390 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv146 1933a390 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv147 1933a392 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv147 1933a392 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Tv147 1933a392 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv148 1933a395 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv148 1933a395 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv148 1933a395 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv149 1933a399 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv149 1933a399 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv149 1933a399 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv2 321a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv2 321a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv2 321a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Tv2 321a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv2 974a2 10 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv2 975a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Tv2 975a2 2 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv2 975a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Tv2 975a2 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Tv2 975a2 3 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 8 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a2 14 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv2 975a8 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Tv2 975a8 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a8 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv2 975a8 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a8 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Tv2 975a8 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv2 975a8 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a8 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Chert Early Woodland
31Tv2 975a8 2 Swannanoa Stemmed Quartz Early Woodland
31Tv2 975a8 3 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Tv2 975a8 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv2 975a8 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Tv64 1933a179 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv64 1933a179 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Tv64 1933a179 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Tv64 1933a179 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Tv64 1933a179 9 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Ty6 2066a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Ty6 2066a6 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Ty6 2066a6 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
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31Un5 2067a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Un5 2067a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Un8 2110a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Un8 2110a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Un8 2110a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Un8 2110a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Un9 2110a4 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Un9 2110a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Un9 2110a4 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Vn11 371a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn11 371a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Vn15 375a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Vn36 396a3 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Vn36 396a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Vn36 396a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn36 396a3 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Vn36 396a3 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Vn36 396a3 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Vn36 396a3 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Vn53 413a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Vn54 414a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Vn57 417a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn7 367a1 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Vn7 367a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Vn7 367a1 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Quartz Late PaleoIndian
31Vn7 367a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Vn7 367a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn7 367a1 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Vn7 367a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Vn7 367a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Vn7 367a1 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Vn7 367a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Vn7 367a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Vn72 2068a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Vn75 2068a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn77 2068a6 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Vn77 2068a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn78 2068a9 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Vn79 2068a11 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Vn80 2068a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Vn80 2068a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Vn81 2068a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Vn81 2068a17 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa1 2368a350 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wa1 2368a350 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa1 2368a350 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa1 997a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa1 997a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa1 997a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa1 997a2 4 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa1 997a2 6 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa1 997a2 6 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa1 997a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa1 997a9 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa1 997a9 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa1 997a9 10 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa11 2192a32 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa117 2318a318 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa117 2318a318 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa117 2318a318 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
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31Wa117 2318a318 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa117 2318a318 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa117 2318a318 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa12 2069a4 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa12 2069a4 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa12 2069a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa12 2069a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa12 2069a4 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa12 2069a4 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa12 2069a4 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 1 Kirk Serrated Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa12 2278a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa12 2278a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa12 2278a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa12 2278a5 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa12 2278a5 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa13 2069a8 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa13 2069a8 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa13 2069a8 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa13 2069a8 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa13 2069a8 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa13 2278a9 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa13 2278a9 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa13 2278a9 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa13 2278a9 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa13 2278a9 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa13 2278a9 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa13 2278a9 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa13 2278a9 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa13 2278a9 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa13 2278a9 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa14 2069a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa14 2069a12 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa14 2069a12 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa14 2069a12 7 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa14 2069a12 7 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa14 2069a12 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa14 2278a13 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wa14 2278a13 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa14 2278a13 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Crystal Early Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Wa14 2278a13 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa14 2278a13 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa15 2069a16 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa15 2069a16 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa15 2069a16 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa15 2069a16 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa15 2069a16 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa15 2069a16 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa15 2069a16 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa15 2069a16 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa15 2069a16 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa15 2069a16 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa15 2069a16 6 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa15 2278a33 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa15 2278a33 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa15 2278a33 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa15 2278a33 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa15 2278a33 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa15 2278a33 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa15 2278a33 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa15 2278a33 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa15 2278a33 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa15 2278a33 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa15 2278a33 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa15 2278a33 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa15 2278a33 6 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa16 2278a28 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa16 2278a28 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa16 2278a28 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa16 2278a28 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa17 2278a35 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa17 2278a35 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa17 2278a35 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa17 2278a35 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa17 2278a35 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 5 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa17 2278a35 8 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa17 2278a35 8 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa17 2278a35 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa17 2278a35 14 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa17 2278a35 17 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa17 2278a35 21 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa17 2278a35 21 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa182 2318a323 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa182 2318a323 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa182 2318a323 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa182 2318a323 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa182 2318a323 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa182 2318a323 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa182 2318a323 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa182 2318a323 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa183 2318a330 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Wa183 2318a330 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa183 2318a330 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa183 2318a330 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa183 2318a330 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa183 2318a330 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa183 2318a330 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa183 2318a330 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Chert Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Crystal Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Stanly Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa19 2426a15 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa19 2426a15 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 2 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 2 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 3 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 3 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 3 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 4 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 4 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 6 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 6 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Wa19 2426a15 7 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 7 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 7 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 8 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 8 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 8 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 10 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 10 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 10 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 10 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 10 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 11 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 12 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 12 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 13 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 13 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 15 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 18 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 18 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 19 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 20 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 22 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 22 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 23 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 23 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 24 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 29 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 30 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 33 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 36 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 41 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 47 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 57 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 58 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 58 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 59 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 63 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa19 2426a15 77 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 78 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 78 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa19 2426a15 84 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 86 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa19 2426a15 116 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa20 2278a48 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa20 2278a48 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa20 2278a48 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa20 2278a48 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa20 2278a48 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa20 2278a48 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa20 2278a48 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa20 2278a48 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa201 2410a225 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa201 2410a225 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa203 2410a231 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa203 2410a231 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa21 2278a51 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa21 2278a51 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa21 2278a51 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Wa21 2278a51 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa21 2278a51 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa21 2278a51 4 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa21 2278a51 4 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa21 2278a51 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa211 2410a245 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa211 2410a245 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa211 2410a245 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa211 2410a245 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa211 2410a245 1 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa211 2410a245 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa211 2410a245 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa211 2410a245 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa211 2410a245 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa211 2410a245 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa211 2410a245 7 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa22 2278a57 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa22 2278a57 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa22 2278a57 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa22 2278a57 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa22 2278a57 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa22 2278a57 2 Kirk Serrated Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa22 2278a57 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa22 2278a57 2 Uwharrie Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa22 2278a57 5 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa22 2278a57 7 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa22 2278a57 9 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa25 2278a62 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa25 2278a62 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa25 2278a62 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Crystal Early Archaic
31Wa25 2278a62 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa25 2278a62 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa25 2278a62 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa26 2278a67 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa26 2278a67 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa26 2278a67 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa26 2278a67 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wa26 2278a67 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa26 2278a67 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa26 2278a67 4 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Kirk Serrated Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa27 2278a71 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa27 2278a71 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa27 2278a71 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa27 2278a71 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa287 2368a355 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa287 2396a244 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa287 2396a244 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa289 2368a361 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa289 2368a361 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa289 2368a361 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa289 2368a361 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
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31Wa290 2368a368 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa290 2368a373 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa294 2368a382 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa296 2368a386 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa296 2368a386 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa296 2368a386 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa296 2368a386 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa3 2278a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Quartz Early Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa3 2278a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa3 2278a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa3 2278a1 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa3 2278a1 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa30 2192a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa30 2192a1 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa672 2396a247 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa672 2396a247 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa672 2396a247 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa672 2396a247 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa672 2396a247 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa672 2396a247 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa672 2396a247 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa672 2396a247 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa32 2192a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa32 2192a7 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa32 2192a7 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa32 2192a7 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa32 2318a275 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa32 2318a275 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa32 2318a275 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa32 2318a275 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa33 2192a10 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa33 2192a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa33 2192a10 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa34 2318a285 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa34 2318a285 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa35 2192a17 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa35 2318a288 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa35 2318a288 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa38 2192a26 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa38 2192a26 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa40 2192a29 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa42 2192a34 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa42 2192a34 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa44 2191a41 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa44 2191a41 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa44 2191a41 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa44 2191a41 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa44 2308a536 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa44 2308a536 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa45 2192a44 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa46 2278a75 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
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31Wa46 2278a75 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa52 2318a299 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Crystal Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 1 Randolph Stemmed Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wa52 2318a299 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 3 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa52 2318a299 3 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 5 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 5 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wa52 2318a299 6 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 6 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 8 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 10 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 11 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa52 2318a299 20 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa52 2318a299 25 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa53 2318a309 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wa53 2318a309 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wa53 2318a309 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa53 2318a309 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa53 2318a309 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wa53 2318a309 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wa53 2318a309 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wa53 2318a309 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wa53 2318a309 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa53 2318a309 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wa53 2318a309 5 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wa8 2069a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wk18 2001a13 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk18 2001a15 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk18 2001a17 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk18 2001a2 2 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk18 2001a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk18 2001a26 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Wk2 2000a13 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wk2 2000a15 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wk2 2000a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk2 2000a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk20 2002a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk33 1670a10 1 Haywood Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk33 2073a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk52 2003a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk52 2003a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk52 2003a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Wk52 2003a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk52 2003a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wk52 2003a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk52 2003a1 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wk52 2003a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk52 2003a1 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Wk52 2003a11 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Wk52 2003a11 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk52 2003a17 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk52 2003a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk52 2003a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wk52 2003a5 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wk52 2003a5 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk52 2004a2 2 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wk54 2004a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a10 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Chert Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a101 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a102 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a105 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a106 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a110 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Jasper Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a110 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a123 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a123 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a123 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a123 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a123 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a123 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a126 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a126 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a128 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a128 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Crystal Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a128 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a128 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a133 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a134 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a134 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a137 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a137 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a139 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a139 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a143 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a143 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a143 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a143 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a143 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a147 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a153 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a153 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a153 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a153 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a153 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a157 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a157 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a157 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a157 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a157 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a157 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a159 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a161 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a161 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a161 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a163 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a163 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a168 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a168 2 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Wk55 2005a168 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a17 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a171 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a171 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a171 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a171 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a174 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a176 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a178 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a178 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a18 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a18 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a18 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a183 1 Haywood Triangular Jasper Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a183 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a183 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a187 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a187 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a187 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a187 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a189 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a189 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a189 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a189 4 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a193 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a23 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a23 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a23 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a25 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Wk55 2005a25 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a25 1 St. Albans Side-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a25 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a27 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Chert Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a33 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a38 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Crystal Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a46 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a47 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a50 1 Swannanoa Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wk55 2005a51 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a51 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a54 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a56 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a56 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a56 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a56 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a6 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a61 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a61 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a61 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a63 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a63 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a63 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a63 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a63 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a70 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
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31Wk55 2005a74 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a74 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Jasper Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a74 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a76 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a76 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a76 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a76 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a76 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a79 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a8 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a8 2 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a86 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a87 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk55 2005a88 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a89 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a90 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a91 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a94 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a94 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a94 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk55 2005a94 1 Transylvania Triangular Quartzite Early Woodland
31Wk55 2005a94 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a96 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a96 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wk55 2005a96 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a96 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a96 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a96 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a98 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wk55 2005a98 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk55 2005a98 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk55 2005a98 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk56 2006a12 1 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Wk56 2006a12 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wk56 2006a2 1 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wk56 2006a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk56 2006a7 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wk56 2006a7 2 Haywood Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk56 2006a7 2 Madison Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wk60 2073a6 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wk9 2442a858 1 Caraway Triangular Jasper Late Prehistoric
31Wk9 2442a858 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk9 2442a858 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk9 2442a858 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk9 2442a858 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk9 2442a858 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 2 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wk9 2442a858 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wk9 2442a858 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk9 2442a858 3 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wk9 2442a858 3 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wk9 2442a858 5 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wk9 2442a858 5 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wk9 2442a858 5 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wk9 2442a858 12 Caraway Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
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31Wk9 2442a858 39 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wl16 2397a1174 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl17 2304a58 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl17 2397a1177 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl17 2397a1177 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl18 2304a61 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wl2 2397a1164 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wl2 2397a1164 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2 2397a1164 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2 2397a1164 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wl2 2397a1164 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2 2397a1164 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2 2397a1164 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Kirk Stemmed Quartz Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Kirk Stemmed Quartzite Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 LeCroy Bifurcated Stem Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 1 Stanly Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 Kirk Stemmed Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 4 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 4 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 4 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 5 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Wl2-10 2402a1 5 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 5 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wl2-10 2402a1 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 5 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 6 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 7 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 7 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 7 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 7 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 10 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 11 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 11 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 12 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 13 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 13 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 15 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 16 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 17 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 21 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 25 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 27 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 32 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 40 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-10 2402a1 42 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-10 2402a1 56 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Kirk Serrated Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wl2-4 2126a1 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Badin Crude Triangular Quartz Early Woodland
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Kirk Serrated Quartz Early Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 2 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wl2-4 2126a1 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 3 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Wl2-4 2126a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wl2-4 2126a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 5 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 5 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 7 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 8 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 9 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 12 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 15 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 16 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 17 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 19 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 24 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 27 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 31 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl2-4 2126a1 48 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wl2-4 2126a1 125 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl50 2368a414 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wl50 2368a414 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wl50 2368a414 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wl50 2368a414 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr20 1372a1 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr21 1373a27 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr21 1373a27 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr21 1373a48 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr22 1374a3 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr25 1377a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr25 1377a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr27 1379a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a1 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr3 1163a1 2 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr3 1163a1 2 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a1 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wr3 1163a1 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a102 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a109 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a109 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a134 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a134 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a141 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a141 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a148 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a148 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a148 2 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a167 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a17 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a17 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a17 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a17 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Wr3 1163a17 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr3 1163a17 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a181 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a222 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
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31Wr3 1163a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a23 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a23 1 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a23 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a23 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a23 5 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a30 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a36 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a36 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a41 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a41 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a41 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a41 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a41 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a41 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a41 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr3 1163a47 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a47 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a53 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a53 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartzite Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a53 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr3 1163a53 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a53 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a61 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a61 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a70 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a70 1 Hardaway Side-Notched Quartzite Late PaleoIndian
31Wr3 1163a70 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a70 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a70 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a70 3 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr3 1163a70 3 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a70 6 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a84 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a85 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr3 1163a9 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a9 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a9 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a9 2 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr3 1163a9 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a93 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a93 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr3 1163a93 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr4 1173a20 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a1 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a103 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a12 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a130 1 Caraway Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a160 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a160 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a216 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a229 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartzite Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a303 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a323 1 Halifax Side-Notched Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a323 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a323 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a323 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a355 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a363 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a391 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
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31Wr4b 2306a391 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a392 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a402 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a421 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a421 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a429 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a45 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartzite Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a463 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a472 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a472 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a492 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a493 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a493 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a505 1 Randolph Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a516 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a539 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a539 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a539 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a539 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a561 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wr4b 2306a561 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a561 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a573 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartzite Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a58 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a58 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a587 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a587 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a588 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a588 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a588 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a600 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a600 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a600 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a600 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a600 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a600 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr4b 2306a623 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a623 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a634 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr4b 2306a656 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr4b 2306a656 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a656 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr4b 2306a96 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a104 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a11 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a118 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a139 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a14 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a14 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a144 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a144 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a144 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a144 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a144 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a144 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a149 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a153 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a161 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a165 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a176 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
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31Wr8 1101a176 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a184 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a188 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a188 3 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a192 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a192 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a196 2 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a201 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a201 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a201 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wr8 1101a201 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a201 5 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a207 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a210 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a210 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a210 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a210 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a210 4 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a217 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a223 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a223 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a228 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a228 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a228 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a234 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a234 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a234 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a234 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a239 3 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a246 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a250 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a250 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a255 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a255 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a259 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a264 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a270 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a279 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a284 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a287 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a287 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a287 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a310 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Wr8 1101a310 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a310 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a310 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a310 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a315 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a315 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a329 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a329 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a336 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a339 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a339 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a354 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a360 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a368 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a37 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a372 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a375 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
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31Wr8 1101a375 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a380 1 PPt. (Archaic Notched) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a380 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a400 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a400 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a400 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a400 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a400 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a412 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a412 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a412 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a412 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a418 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Chert Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a428 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a434 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a438 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a444 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a444 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a444 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a451 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a451 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a461 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a472 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a476 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a476 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr8 1101a476 2 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a476 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a487 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a490 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Chert Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a490 1 Clarksville Small Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr8 1101a490 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a490 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a5 4 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr8 1101a5 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr8 1101a501 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr8 1101a62 2 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a75 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wr8 1101a85 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr81 2070a2 3 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr82 2070a4 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr82 2070a4 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr83 2070a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr83 2070a5 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr83 2070a5 2 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr86 2070a9 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr88 2070a11 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr88 2070a11 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr89 2070a13 1 PPt. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr89 2070a13 1 Pee Dee Pentagonal Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wr89 2070a13 2 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr89 2070a13 3 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr90 2070a16 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wr90 2070a16 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr90 2070a16 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr91 2070a18 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Wr92 2070a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr92 2070a21 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr93 2070a22 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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31Wr93 2070a22 1 Halifax Side-Notched Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr93 2070a22 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wr93 2070a22 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr94 2070a25 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wr94 2070a25 1 Morrow Mtn. I Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr94 2070a25 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr94 2070a25 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wr94 2070a25 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wr94 2070a25 4 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr95 2070a28 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr95 2070a28 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr95 2070a28 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wr95 2070a28 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr95 2070a28 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wr95 2070a28 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy1 2019a3 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wy1 2019a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy1 2019a3 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wy1 2019a3 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wy1 2019a3 4 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wy1 955a2 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wy1 955a2 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Wy1 955a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wy1 955a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy1 955a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wy1 955a2 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
31Wy1 955a2 2 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wy1 955a2 2 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wy1 955a2 9 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wy183 2411a47 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wy221 2368a405 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wy221 2368a405 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wy221 2368a405 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wy3 2433a120 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wy3 2433a125 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Wy3 2433a133 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy3 2433a144 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Wy3 2433a152 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy3 957a2 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wy3 957a2 1 Kirk Corner-Notched Metavolcanic Early Archaic
31Wy3 957a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy3 957a2 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wy5 958a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wy5 958a2 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Wy5 958a2 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wy5 958a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Quartz Archaic (Indet.)
31Wy5 958a2 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wy7 2019a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Wy7 2019a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Wy7 2019a1 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Wy7 2019a1 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Wy7 2019a1 3 Clarksville Small Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Wy8 2019a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Wy8 2019a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Wy8 2019a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Wy8 2019a5 1 Roanoke Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Yc17 2413a54 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Yc18 2413a59 1 Gypsy Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Yc18 2413a59 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yc19 2413a64 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Quartz Early Archaic
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31Yc22 2413a66 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yc22 2413a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartzite Indeterminate
31Yc22 2413a66 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Yc23 2413a75 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Yc23 2413a75 1 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Yc23 2413a75 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yc28 2413a94 1 Pigeon Side-Notched Chert Middle Woodland
31Yc3 2100a2 1 PPt. (Woodland) Chert Woodland (Indet.)
31Yc33 2413a106 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Chert Middle Archaic
31Yc33 2413a106 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Yc33 2413a106 1 Palmer Corner-Notched Chert Early Archaic
31Yc33 2413a106 2 Gypsy Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Yc33 2413a106 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Yc33 2413a106 3 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Yc33 2413a106 3 Madison Chert Late Prehistoric
31Yc33 2413a106 4 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yc37 2413a137 1 Garden Creek Triangular Quartz Middle Woodland
31Yc37 2413a137 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Yc37 2413a137 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yc37 2413a137 1 Savannah River Stemmed Chert Late Archaic
31Yc38 2413a81 1 Guilford Lanceolate Quartz Middle Archaic
31Yc38 2413a81 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Yc38 2413a81 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Quartz Middle Archaic
31Yc38 2413a81 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yc38 2413a81 1 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Quartz Woodland (Indet.)
31Yc9 2413a35 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yc9 2413a35 2 Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Yc9 2413a35 2 Small Savannah River Stemmed Quartz Late Archaic
31Yd1 2280a28 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Yd1 2280a28 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Yd1 2280a28 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd14 2280a48 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Yd16 2280a53 1 Caraway Triangular Quartz Late Prehistoric
31Yd16 2280a53 2 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Yd19 2280a65 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yd2 2074a5 1 Guilford Lanceolate Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Yd2 2074a5 1 Morrow Mtn. II Stemmed Metavolcanic Middle Archaic
31Yd2 2074a5 1 PPt. (Archaic Stemmed) Metavolcanic Archaic (Indet.)
31Yd2 2074a5 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Yd2 2074a5 3 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd2 2074a5 3 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yd2 2280a1 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Yd2 2280a1 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yd20 2280a70 1 Gypsy Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yd20 2280a70 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yd20 2280a70 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Yd21 2280a77 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Quartz Indeterminate
31Yd21 2280a77 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yd24 2280a88 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd25 2280a91 1 Savannah River Stemmed Quartzite Late Archaic
31Yd3 1157a15 1 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd3 1157a15 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Yd3 1157a35 1 PPt. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Yd3 1157a35 2 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd3 1157a35 3 PPt. Frag. (Woodland) Metavolcanic Woodland (Indet.)
31Yd3 2280a6 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Yd3 2280a6 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd3 2280a6 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Yd3 2280a6 2 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Yd3 2280a6 2 Uwharrie Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
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31Yd5 2280a12 1 PPt. Frag. (Indeterminate) Metavolcanic Indeterminate
31Yd9 2280a18 14 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd9 2408a169 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd9 2442a1328 1 Caraway Triangular Metavolcanic Late Prehistoric
31Yd9 2442a1328 1 Small Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
31Yd9 2442a1328 1 Yadkin Large Triangular Metavolcanic Middle Woodland
31Yd9 2442a678 1 Badin Crude Triangular Metavolcanic Early Woodland
31Yd9 2442a678 1 PPt. Frag. (Archaic) Chert Archaic (Indet.)
31Yd9 2442a678 1 Savannah River Stemmed Metavolcanic Late Archaic
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